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Chapter I
INTBODUCTIoa
The epidemics of bubomlc plague *hich swept over
À&glaad periodically through the sixteenth and sereiteenth
centuries were matters of national as well as local
concern, although not until recently have historians given
them much attention.

The outbreak o^ the plague of 16B5

coincided almost exactly with the accession of Charles I*
During its height It completely stopped all trade and
disrupted government In the city of London.
confusion and poverty were left In Its wake.

Great
It was the

greatest plague known to Londoners to that date.
No other town in England approached the sise of
iondon, the most densely populated spot in the nation*
Less than one square mile enclosed by & wall made up the
city proper.

A large residential population lived within

this area, and all merchandising and commerce were carried
on there.

The city was built of wood and nearly every

street had buildings which *encroa(died" into the street
Itself; thus, as more buildings were erected In London
the streets tended to become little more th&n narrow,
dark alley w&ya which wandered Indiscriminately through
out the city.

London bad Its oim *ater supply piped liAo the
city by conduits and made available to the citizens
through public fountains#

The seimge disposal

problem was met by using the convenient rivers end
ditches of the city.

There #as a great ditch around

the city #all ehleb mas the catch-all for debris
gathered by the scavenger, the parish official
charged with keeping the streets *sweet and clean»#
The one square mile of London proper was
divided Into teenty-sli wards ahlch In turn were divided
Into ninety-seven parishes»

The perish church was both

the religious and political meeting house of the smaller
unit*

The eligible voters of each parish gathered

there to elect one man as their representative to the
Court of Common Council, idilch was sort of a lower
house of the city legislature.
% c h of the wards elected an alderman who held
office for life without pay*

The twenty-six aldermw

who were thus elected formed the Court of Aldermen
which conducted most of the city's official business.
This court, made up of the richest and most influential
Londoners, met nearly every day of the year, sometimes
holding both morning and afternoon meetings*

One of

tbelr number served for one year as lord mayor.

The

election of the lord mayor celled for a great holiday

la th# City, with all shops closed aad a big parade.
Upon the ^householders" of ^ndoa, whether
owners or tenants, fell the costs and burdens of local
government.

The householder paid all wretes* or taxes

and was responsible for lighting the street before bis
house and keeping the street pawed end clean#

Ee

served without compensation In the *wateh and ward,"
whose duty was to keep the peace.

Airing an epldwlc

of plague when nearly all "respectable* people, that Is
to say most of the "rate-payers,* fled to the country,
the city was almost devoid of responsible cltlsens, and
the rogues and vagrants were left to roam the streets
unmolested.
The scavengers end rakers were tlwse in charge of
keeping the streets clean and free from debris.
scavenger, a rate--peyer, was In charge of the work which
was usually done by the raker*

Bearers and searchers

of the dead were appointed to check Into every death
and report Its cause.

The searchers were "ancient matrons"

of the parish who were suspected by contemporary writers
to be dishonest and deceitful In their task of reporting
the cause of death.

Many times they simply did not know

the cause of death, and discrepancies la the bills of
mortality resulted from tbelr Ignorance.

Many cases of

"Invisible plague" can be charged to the Inability
of the searchers to make accurate reports*

It was

also known that the searchers were not above taking
bribes and reporting plague deaths as due to other
causes.

The cry of "Bring Out Your I'ead" heralded

the approach of the bearers who were employed to carry
the bodies of plague victims to burial.

All bodies

were to be Interred at night to discourage curious
throngs from following the corpses to the death pits.
Certain women were also employed as nurses to care for
the plague victims,

Yhey were reported to be as dis

honest as the searchers and were often accused of thievery.
The accusations against these minor officials come mostly
from eontmaporary men of literature.

In the *'reat f*lague

of 1665 even more evidence of corruption In these offices
was recorded,

Most of the tales of horror concerning the

plague have been wrltt«a In connection with this, the
last great epidemic of plague In England.
The corporation of the city of I^ondon did not Include
within Its jurisdiction either the residence of the king,
the offices of his ministers, the national courts of
justice, or the Rouses of Parliament,

111 these buildings

were located outside the walled section of London,

This

gave the corporation an extraordinary degree of Independent
power.

Ao other &&ropean capital had the power to shut

Its gates and keep the king and his officers outside*
^ c h © situation gave rise to much bargaining between
the king and the city, and gave Î4)ndon an advantage not
«3i)oyed by other national capitals*

Its proilmlty to

national governmental offices kept ^ n d o n In close touch
with national affairs and with the privy council, the
chief national administrative agency.
The population of seventeenth century London has
bemi roughly estimated from the "bills of mortality,"
which are the records of burials and christenings.

By

working with these figures, the population of London In
16E5 has been estimated at 080,000.

This Includes the

city proper and the surrounding area of the "liberties#
and the out-parlshes.
The bills of mortality were either written or printed
abstracts from the f&rlsh Registers, showing the number of
deaths In any certain parish or place.
weekly, monthly and yearly.

They were Isaued

The later bills also contained

the number of christenings for the designated area.

The

Christ enlngs were the number of baptlaas performed by
the ('hurch of 4igland and not the actual numbers of births

1

Webb, 8. and B., Bhgllj^h Local ^vernmentf (Lond<m^
190$) V. Ill, pp. 569*698; #barpe, R. R., London and the
(London, 1894*5) v. II, pp. 17*80, 98*6; #Llaonm
r; P.,
Plaaue 1& ëhekSg&AArAlA LaBAsm, (Oxford, 1987)
pp. 1%)9-16; Proclamation by the Mayor, December 12, 1641,
ate Papers, Domestic Charles I, v. CCCCLXXÏII, no* 54,
from a photostatic copy of the proclamation.

6

e
for the area*
The London M i l s of mortality probably owe their
origin to the epldaales of plagme which periodically
attaokad the city.

The first M i l w s published in

156% end recorded the plague deaths fer that year,
It was not until 1594 that the bills were awallable to
5
the public*
(haie writer Is of the opinion that the sole
purpose of publication was to frighten people away frc#
London.

Queen Elisabeth had had a great dread of the

steady growth of the city and continuous proclamations
were Issued during her reign end those of James I end
Charles I to stop the further growth of London.
Whsai the plague deaths were very low or noneilstent
the bills eeasml to be lemued, but a# sworn a# anet&e»
epidemic appeared the bills again appeared.

It was not

until the plague of ld02 at the accession of James I that
the bills were continued without Interruptlcm.
In 16&5 a *Great &111'' was Issued cowering all deaths
from ^camber 16, 16E4, to ^^ecmaber 15, 1885.

deaths In

each parish of London proper. In the "liberties," In suburbs
In Klddlasea and ^rrey, and In the pest house, were
*11 son, Placue In ^akesneare's IdmÉQA, PP. 213-14.
^ Btow. J.,
at W W s a # (London, 1888 ad. by
J. ^rype) Bk. T, p. 448.
4
Balford, Cornelius, "Early Bills of Mortality,*
§OY8l aistorlcal
L z â a s a S t W a , Series i, vol. VII
(London, 1878), p. 217.

separately recorded In this bill.

The same year the

Company of Parish Clerks obtained e decree from the
Court of Star Chamber to keep a printing press in its
hall and to print the weekly and general bills for the
city and liberties*

bills were made up In this

manner:
*ien any one dleth in a Parish^ either the
tolling or ringing of the ^ell, or the beapeakjü^
of a Grave, tntiamiteth it to the Gearchera, who
also keep a Gorreapondence with the Sexton^ and
thereupon the ancient Matrons swom^to that Office,
repair to the Place where the dead
Hath;
and upon their omi yiew and other Mzamlnatlon, make
a JudjpRenb by what disease or Casualty the Person
died* Mhlch JudgmezA ^^#7 report to the ParishClea*; as he doth every Tuesday Might, the gecouxA
of every Chrlstolng gr Burial that Meek, to the
Clerk of the Ball* % e n c e on M*gneaaay^,the general
Account Is made up and printed, and on ^)>ursday
published and brought to the respective ^aaalles
In every Perish that pay fqur ^hillings a Year for
them, which is the Parlsh-Ciapka Benefit*^

The first sectl%i of this study deals with the plague
of 1825 end reviews Its effects upon Londoners,

^cceedlng

sections are concerned to examine the relations betwew the
city government of London end the klng*s privy coamcll In
dealing with problems presented by the plagues la 1625,
1630, and 1656.
&iglend retained the Julian calAedar, which In the
seventeeath century was ten days behind the ^regorlen.
5
Stow,

2 l LomAGMf

P- 448.

8

ontll 1752.

All dates used la this thesis are of

the old style unless marked new style (n.s,).

The

residents from the Catholic countries «Ao were In
England In the seventeenth century used the new style dates
In all their dispatches^ but all Sigllsh events are
calendared in the old style.

I have* however* consistently

used January 1 as the beginning of the new year, both in
the footnotes and In the body of the thesis.
I have, of course, retained the spelling found In
published sources,

^t

In materials taken from manuscript,

the spelling and punctuation have been modernised.

Chapter II
SEVEMTE&NTa-GEKIUBy immR&TANIiaC OF
TRA CAUJjES AND i m A T M m T OF TEA FLAüGE
Behonl* plague #a$ endmmlc in Englamd from the time of
the Black Death In 1249 until the latter part of the seventeenth century.

Nearly every year there were reports of

plag%* deaths, but the number only occasionally reached epi
demic proportions»^
In the seventea&th century men found strange reasons
for the periodic outbreaks of the disease.

Many were con*'

winced that God wlslted his wrath upon sinful hmaanlty by
sending the plague to scourge mankind, and a recurrence of
the sl^&ness was ^tiled a #wlsltatlon.*

Some

men suggested

natural rather than supernatural causes of the disease, and
guessed at eclipses, position of the stars, or pollution of
the air mu» posslbllitlee,^

<)omets seen In 1618, 1618 ai
and

1629 were thought to be harbingers of dreadful evwts,
Bell, #. 0»,
Breat
^
ja 1665 (london,
1924), pp. 1-15; &relgi^on, C», A ^ s t o r w of Bcldmilcs In
Britain {Cambridge, 1891), pp. K ^ I B .
B

cited aw French), p» n i l ; Bekker, Thomas, The Pl&aue
Pamphlets (ed. Tqr F. P. Wilson) (Oxford, 1985), p. 180.
^ D*Bwes, Sir Blmonds, Autobloxranhw. I (London, 1846),
pp. 1SB-B5.
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Thomas Dekker la lê&O called to mind ho* the heavens had
given forewarning of the plague of 1625; *^gen looke btcke
upon that Mbone, and that officious Starrs, waiting so close
4
upon her, and read* in both their faces, *hat followed after*.
But sinful Londoners did not^heed the threat, Dekker complained,
and their sins sere punished by the worst visitation the city
had ever suffered*

*The Gospell (and Gods Heralds, Preachers)

have a long time cryed out against our iniquities, but we are
deafe, sleepy and sluggish; and no* there Is a thunder speakes
from Heaven to wake us.*'
An Interesting review of the various factors credited at
the tl*e with spreading the plague *&s drawn up by William
Boghurst In 1666;
I will only sett downe a catalogue of these many
little peccadilloes which hitherto by most people
and Phyaltlans in the world have beene reckoned for
absolute causes of the plague, which the most of
them at least can bee but only farthering occasions,
not orlglnall causes, and they are such as these,
viz*, thickness of iiAebltcnts; those living as
many famllyes In a house; living In cellars; want
of fitting accomodations, as good fires, good
dyett, wmshlng, want of good conveyances of filth;
standing and stinking waters; dwghllls, e%erem«cts,
dead bodies lying wburied and putrlfying, church
yards too full crammed, imseasonable weather, south
and west winds, much dry weather coming together,
over watching the body, overcharging the body with
nourlshmmits, hott and Bwayst constltutlcms, overheating
^ Dekker, Plague famohlets. p. 179,
^ Ibid. pp. 142-46*

11

the body with too *aeh venery, increase of
vermin, as Progs, Toedes, Spiders, Mice,
Flies, wormes, buggs, serpents, locusts^ ants,
bntterflyes, etc. Furring and stopping up of
conveyances, as Channells, Pypes, gutters, want
of securing ditches end pooleg, vaults. Fens,
and Marshes; hempe, flaz, asph&ltum, and sweet
herbes, steeped long In standing waters, expiring
out of petrified lakes and nasty Deans end
Dungeons, venomous herbes, putrlfying above the
ground, fames of metalls and mlner&ls. Arsenlck,
qui^sllver, orpiment or antimony (but I am much
mistaken if these emit of themselves any fumea at
all); feeding on rotten meete, mouldy bread;
malevolent aepeots a W mixture of the planets,
Eclipses of the Dus&inarles, corruption of the
humors, transportation of Infected goods from
place to piece, breaking up tombes and graves,
wherein dead bodyes have beene Icmg buryed and
crowded together (yet this Is not very likely
to bee true, for when the Qhamell houses at
8t, Paul's was demolished there was a thousand
cartloads of deed men's bones carried S,w#y to
Finsbury, yet no# plague followed It).^
M o d e m medical science has discovered that bubonic
plague Is spread by rat flee*.

The symptom* of the plague

are a b u m l % fever, excessive thirst, nausea, extreme
pain, and a swelling or buboe found in the arm-plt or
groin.

These glandular swellings appeared In every plague

epidemic, although oeeaslonally they developed late in
the epldcmle, the earlier victims often dying before the
7
bu)*)e had a chance to develop.
6
Boghurst, William, iolmograohlai Or en Experimental
halation of the Plague, of Wimt haoDsned Remarkable In the
last Plague $n the Gitv of London. 1666. ed. by Dr. J. F, Payne
for the Epidemiological Society of London, 1884, cited by
Prwch, p* xxlv.
7
Osier, Sir William, Principles and Practices of
Medicine. 10th ed. (Sew York, 19£§}, pp. 14S-48; Liston,
Mllroy Lectures on the plague", British Medical
Journal. June 7, 1924, pp. 997-1001.

12

In the seventeenth century the buboes were known as
God*s tokens or plague tokens.

They were said to font in

distinct varieties depending upon the predominant "Humour*
present In the vletlm#

A physician of the time warned his

consultants that; "The Spots (otherwise celled Oods Tokens)
are commonly of the bigness# of a flea-bitten spot; some
times much bigger#

Tbelr colour Is according to the

praedomlnancle of the humour in the body; mamely Red, or
reddish If Choler; ?ale-blew or B&rke-blew If Flegme; end
W e d e n or Blackish If Malancboly abound*
a circle about them.

But they have ever

The Red ones a purpllsh-clrcle, and

the others a redish circle.
8
the breast and back#»*

They apoeare most oommomly on

Probably the most terrlfyihg eh&racterlatlc of the sick
ness was the suddenness of Its action#

Many died after two

or three days* Illness, some even before any definite
symptoms appeared*

"8ir Francis Howard^s lady took the

infection from a new gown she had from London, so as she
9
died the seme day she took it**
It wes also reported "that
my I/)rd Russell being to go to parliament, had his shoemaker
to pull on his boots, who fell down dead of the plague In
his presence; whereupon he abstains from that honourable
Bradwell. ^tCjgAen, A ^hvsick fe# the Bignesses.
(London, 1636), quoted by f T p T v i l s o n (ed* of Dekker*s
Plawoe Pamnblets^. p*
9
Clifford to Conway, September 10, 16S5, Celepdar
Btate Papers, Domestic Serl^, (hereafter cited as Gel.
6. P, Dorn*) 1625-1026. p.'^lOS#

13

asswably, end hath sent the ^ r d s word of this accident"#

^0

People feared also to open letters or even to take money

11
without e&refnlly washing or fumigating it#
Tieatment of plagn# In the sevaateenth century was
designed to counteract both natural and supernatural censes*
To please & arathful God Englishmen fasted and prayed for
forgiveness of their sins,

A general fast am# ordered by

IB
the King and Parllamaat to be kept throughout all %igland*
The Tuscan Resident In London reported to his government on
the manner of keeping the fast#
This Is a ceremony which Is performed In all
the parishes, and comalats in staying In church all
day* singing psalms, hearing sermons# the one
shortly after the other, end making % know not how
many prayers, Implorlhg God for the stoppage of the
10

Mead to Stutevllle, July 2, 1625, The Yourt and ^Imes
(^r^e^ the First (V. de Gray Blrcb, ed*)" London, Ï848) ,
p# 59; Creighton, Blatorr of ^Idemlem* p* 512*

11
l^kker, Pl&eue Paaepblets* pp* 53, 157, Mead to
&tutevllle, July 9, 1625. w u i t and Times# i, p# go*
"It grows very dangerous on both sides to continue an inter
course of letters, not knowing what hands they pass through,
before they come to those to #iom they are sent." fCpurt end
P, 40)
Meddus to_Mead, June 24, 1625, Court and Times. I, p# 5 4 ,
"The Rouse of ^ommong, joining this day with the
hare
obtained from his majesty that a general f&st^shell be kept
throughout gngland*# J o m n a l of the ^ u s e of
(here
after cited as Commons Jo u m a l T June 21, 1625, I, p. 799;
debates jja ^
aous#,of ^^ommons ja
(hereafter cited
as CoBaaons Debat eel (Samuel Oerdiner, ed.) (^amdem Society,
London, 1875) p* 6; Rushworth, Blstorlcal Colleetians.
P# 177*

14

pl a g w end of the eeeaelees rain which for &
MOBth past has fallen to the detriment of *11 klnda
of crops, and finally that he may be graciously
pleased to bless the people, to prosper their
wdertaklngs, to give them the Tiotory over all
their enemies, end above all to preserve the purity
of their religion»!^
Physicians prescribed herbs for poultiees and for use as
fnmigents*

Pimpernel, bay, sage, lavender, myrrh, and

frenklncense were but a few of the heirbs and Incense used*
i nlets and pomanders were worn as preventives, and people
were advised to wear light clothing, take mild exercise,
use moderation in all activities, end to "keep the spirit in
repose*.

In a presage of m o d e m attention to diet, seventeenth

century physicians recosmiended f m i t s and green vegetables,
and warned against overlndnlgence in meats, especially salt
14
meat*
In spite of, or perhaps because of, the steps taken
by Londoners to protect themselves from the plague, the
épidémie of 1GR5 was worse than sny ever before experi^ced
by people of the city.

A survivor insisted that "to this

present plague of Pestilence, all former Plagues %ere but
pattle ones ... this, to future Ages and Historiographers
15
must needs be Ealendred the '(re&t Plague'.*
Salvettl's Dispatch, July 11, 1625 (n.s.) &krlne ___ ,
Historical Manuscripts
(hererfter cited ss 3.M.C.),
Eleventh Report, Appendix, Part I (London, 1387), p. 26.
14
Lodg#, Treatise of the Plague, cited in **Ilson, Plague i,n
Shakespeare's London, ppl. ?-8; French, p. xxvll. Thornes ^odge
was one of the leading physicians of the errly seventeenth
century. He died in 1625, supposedly
Che plague. Piison
op. clt. pp. 156-5?.
i^asàmai Èaaâtosass (isgs). q-^ot.a m « 1 : = ^ , n i j m

Chapter III
TBÊ PLAGUE OF 1 6 %
When Charles I ençceeded to the A&gliah throne
In March, 1685, the Imuaise enthuslGam with which he w&g
greeted wme dempened slightly by a threetened outbreak
of plague in London.

As the tolling of the city's church

bells grew more ominous men remembered that his father* s
reign had opened In the worst attack of pl&gue in living
memory.

4 foreign diplomat in London reported that "it is

now observed that the eomm«aeement of this reign is marked by
a similar calamity, that it Increases In like manner from
week to week, that it began in the same house end street,
and also that it was brought the same way from Holland"*
The years since 1002 had produced growing political,
economic, and religious tensions between the king

the

puritan middle class, and this group idiich had opposed the
late king with little success hoped to find the new king
more amenable to its will than his father had been*

But as

the cold, proud, retiring Charles showed no disposition to
remove from court the advisers who had guided his farther,
men in this superstitious age saw in the plague, which
greeted this reign as it had the proceeding one, % sign that
no 5K>r# could be expected from Miarlee than had been wt*
1
Selvetti's Dlsoateh, July 11, 1685 (n.s.) Skrine MG8,
(H.M.C.), p. 27.

16

2

from James,
Although the plague of 1625 In London lasted through
most of that year amd continued Into 1606, Its moat
vloleat stage came during the late aprimg and summer
months.

The n w h e r of deaths attributed to the plague were

under one hundred a week until the middle of June ehan a
rapid Increase was noted.

By the middle of July the deaths

ran well over one thousand a week, and by August they had
reached a peak of over four tlKusand a veek.

An

ezaggerat») conteaporary report listed nine thousand plague
4
deaths in London during the last week in July, 1625.
B^ontague, F. C.,

Agpeaalgn aC iëaÊâ 1 ^

.HlsWri Sf

Izsm

,

the Bestorktlon. (Ltmdon, 1911)

{The Bolltleel hjatpry oi j^elazwi in 12 vols», ed. by
", m m t and h, L, Poole)
pp# 12|^'*46; ^rdlner,
R»,
History of Ahgland. (London, 1885), ^, pp. 517-23;
/avles,
^ e ^ r l y ^^tnmrtAi. (Oxford, 1987) pp. 88-4.
g

?rwi^, 3. zxviil; Bell, j., W p d o n ^ s Aemembrence^
(London, 1666), cited tgr Creighton, pp. 508-9. Bee also
reproduction of the yearly Bill of Mortality for 1625
in Wilson, P i M X m 18
&aoam# P* 174.
4
Tonga, Walter, Din;?, (george ^berts, ed.)
(Gamdw
laa Society, London, 1848), p. 86

17

The wealthier clasGea who were able to leave i*oadom
did so la greet haste, taking with them as much as possible
of tbelr worldly possessions.

Many Londoners bed country

estates of their own and fled there for safety.

*The

citizens fled away a* out of a house on fire, end stuffed
their pockets with their best ware, and threw thwsselvee
Into the highways, and were not received so much as Into
b a m s , and perished so, some of them, with more money about
them than would have bought the village where they died*
1 justice of peace told me of one that so died with 21,400

5
about him#*
The people of the countryside objected strenuously
to the Influx of Londoners In their mldst^

They were

extremely ruthless In tbelr treatmez* of Londoners and
would not allow any refugees to enter their tows.

A

contemporary noted that "they stand (within thirty and
forty miles frae London) at their T o w e s %ids, forbidding
any Horse, carrying a London load on his back, to passe
that way, but to goe about, on palm# of having bis braynes
beaten out* end. If they spy but a foot-man «.* they cry,
*Arme$, charge their plke-^aves, before he come neere them
the length of a furlong; and, stopping their noses, make
signes that be must be gone, there Is no rotme for him,
5

Donne to boe, November 26, 1625, C&l. 6. P* Dom.
1685-1626. p. 158.

6
I'ekker, Plague Pamphlets, pp. 155-55.
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Others were still more heartless»
^ man sick of an ague ^.n this eaae^ the
olaguej lying on the groend at Maidenhead In
Berkshire, with his fit violently on him, had
stones east at him by two men of the tom&e
(whom I could name), and when they could not
cause him to rise, one of thea tooke a hitcher,
or long boat-hook, end hitched In the sick m@n*s
breeches, dr a d n g him back*?ard mlth his face
grovelling on the ground, dramlng him so under
the bridge la a dry place, mbere he lay till his
fit was gone,7
As plague Increased steadily Charles became alarmed
for bis own safety*

The king was so apprehensive that he

Issued royal proclamations forbidding anyone frtm an

8
Infected parish to be allowed at court.

The governm«@t

courts of law were dissolved and adjourned because of the
sickness and the Exchequer end Its records were moved to
8

Blchmond which was comparatively free of plague.

A

10
proclamation had ended the court te:^,

but a number of the

Taylor* John,
Calemltle* (oxford, 18S5) cited by Creighton, History of
p. 518*

jakllg», lat&E ra&ëg
ajL ailsa
ZS&S&, mB&lfiSÊâ, arimslma, 3cgl gomimlMtaM ah

asm

iiai# &&
aaam
; jg%
authoeraohls ... fldellter exacrlnta
* (*d. by T. Rymer and
R. ëendêrson) (London, 170^3ÏS), (hereafter cited as ,^%er,
^oedere) June 18, 86, 1685, v* Ipfîlî, pp, 118, 181$ ^onway
to Coventry, May 12, 1685; froclamatl<u$* May Ï7, June 88,
1685, Cal* Ma P# Dom^,, l$8j5-18@#. pp. 88, 84, 49.
9
Rushworth, J*, Historic^ %j.lectlons (london, 1659)
I, p, 178; j^nner, Foedera. xwlll. p. 160.

10

p . 116; Proclamation, June 18.
Rymer, Foedere.
1685; Chamberlain to Cerleton, June 85, 1025, Csl.
P. %oa.
1685-1686. p p . 46, 48.
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mobility stayed in London for the expect&d arrival of the

11
Qneen.

It iRis snspeeted that the true number of plague

deaths was concealed in order to keep the nobility in the
la
city as long es possible*
The king and his entourage
did leave London early In the summer, however, end the
consequent desertion of London by many of the public officials
brought about many difficulties in the lives of the remaining
12
citizens*
By ezrly summer the sprerd of plague *aa so great that
Charles was asked to consider opmaing the first session of
14
Parliament b e f o w his coronation*
Perilaawait o p w e d cm
June 18 and because of the contagion, the king journeyed to
15
Westminster by water forth# opening ceremonies*
One of
11

8alTettl*^s Dispatch, June 15, 16E5 (n.s.) k>krine *8#,
(G.M.C.), p. 20.
12
8alvettl*s Dispeteh, June 20, 1625, (n.s.) Mkrlne
(M*m.C*), p. 21; K:ed to Stuteville, July S, I G ^ T C ^ u ^
a#d Times. I, o. *9.
13
Salvettl^s Dispatch, August 19, 1625 (n.s.) ^krjQe M8S.
(B.M.C.), p. 28; Pesaro to the ^oge. May 2, 1625 (n.s.),
Calendar of State Papers. Venetian ferles 1625-1626. p. 20.
1%

'

.

.

.

Williams to Cowmy, June 9, 1625, ^al.
p. Do**
1625-1686. p. 40.
15
Locke to (^arletom, June 28, 1625, Çql.
l^om.
1625-168#, p. 48; Pes&ro to the Doge, July 4, 1625 (n.s.),
1685-1686. p. 96.
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the first considerations of the House of ^ommon* concerned
the holding of a public fasti "1.
upon the Klng»

E*

Fbr the Miseries of the Christian

Churches beyca^ the Beas^,
M&vy#

For a Blessing from ^od

8,

For a Blessing upon our

4*

In respect of the grievous Visitation now
16
upon us, by the Plague."
Parliament continued in session

in Westminster for several weeks, with much debate on the
17
advisability of moving to a less contagious spot^
On
July 4 the king swot a message to the House of ^onmmns
stating that "the sickness

is

strongly inoreasinge; when

hee should receive word that wee were reedye, yet not
presainge us to any hast but such as wee should thlncke fit,
bee would not deferr to make an aid of this session by his
18
preswce, or otherwise*.
On July 11 both houses adjourned
19
to meet again August 1 at Oxford.
When parliament reconvened at Oxford not ail maabers
Î& of Gozmong. (hereafter cited as
^_______________ ^ 21, 16E5. V. I, p, 709;
ja
the Bouse of cpmepns in 1625. (hereafter cited as Commons,
n^atesl fSemnel Wardiner. ed.) (Camdw Society, londmi,
1873) p* 6*
17
Ccsnmons Journal. J w e 21, 1625, v. I, D. 800.
18
Somw.
4, 1685, p, 41.
19
Bu^worth, B^sto:|rlcal Collections, p. 180;
Ocnsncms J o m S s l Julv 11, 1685, i, p. 609;
C@*Kns Debates, July 11, 1685, p, 68;
Lords Journal. July 11, 1685, III. p.
8ir John Davya to %nry, Earl of h^^ntingdon, July
21, 1685, HMG, MBS. of Reginald Rawdon 5astlnes, Iso.
(London, 1930) II pp. 67-8.
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were present because of the plague*

Parliament was the

only assembly held In Oxford because the infection had
80
already sprung up In the town before their arrival#
It was reported that *dlvers houses allready

are

shutt

up of the plague and the chiefs Inne; the appearance of the
Lords there Is very smale, under twentle, besydes Byahopps,
whoe almost equalled that number. The Commons House Is
21
allsoe very emptle*.
Soon after the opening of the new
session. Parliament passed a measure for the relief of the
poor, whose plight was made worse by the increase of the
82
plague^
"And whatsoever they did, it was needful to do
It quickly, considering bow greatly the Plague increased,
and the Bell tolling every minute while they were speakSSi
lag,*
Before the session w&s a fortnight old, the sickness at
Oxford made a longer sitting dangerous, and on August 18 the
24
king dissolved Parliament*
Journal by Lord Mountague of proceedings in the
House of Lords, August 1-12, 1625,
of the Duke of Buccleuch
end Sueensburv. BMC, p. 249.
"estmorland to Manners, August 7, 1685,
qf DWke
Butlend. v. 1, H.M.C. 12th Rep. App. Pt# 4, p. 474#
28
Lqrds Journal. August 6, 1685, III, p. 475.
85
fiushworth. Historical Collections, p. 177#
84
Ccamons, Debates, p. 187; Methersole to Carleton,
^ufust 1 4 7 ^
*. Pm Pom. 1 # 2 W 1 @ W . p. 04| •
Hushworth, Historical Colleetltms. a. 195#
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All

could sfford to

the city, and Many

houses in London were shut up end left to the mercy of
those *4io could not escape.

Many cityofficials fled to

the country^ end the poor and Yagahonds who were left
In London roamed the streets, plundering houses and shops
and cheating and robbing the plague victims.

"Every cme

does #uat he pleases, and the houses of merchants who have
25
left London ere broken Into and robbed."
*he lord mayor
simt a precept to the aldenwen noting that many citizens
had left the city providing no maintenanee of the watch, so
that "the watches of the city are not duly kept and are not
of that number and stwmgth to repress any insolence or
disorder that may arise".

Mo constable or scavenger was to

leeVe the city without providing an approved substitute.
Lnyone who left and did not provide the neoessary substitute
was to invite "such condign punishment as the quality of
his offence shall require".

This preeept was read aloud
W
to the &lderm«i so they could not deny knowledge of It.
During the height of the plague business was at a
complete standstill, and the closed shops did nothing to
alleviate the suffering of those who were unfortunate
enough to have to stay in Lo%idon.

A gentlem&n who passed

through the streets of London at one o*clock in the

M8&.

8alvettl*s Dlsoatch, August 19, 1625 (n.s.T ^krlne
p. 28.

Lord Mayor's precept to th# Aldermen, July 18, 1825,
Journal of the Court of Common Council (hereafter cited
as Jonmel) 35, fol* 150*
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afternoon remarked that the streets were as deserted as
If It were three o^elôck In the morning, *no more people
stirring, no more shops open.

The want and misery Is the

greatest here that ever any men living knew; no trading at
ell; the rich all gone; honsekeepers and apprentices of
manual trades begging In the streets, and that In such a
lamentable menner as will make the strongest heart to
27
yearn* "
In mwmy Streetes, there are none to guard your
goods, but the Bouses themselves. If one Shop be
open, slxteene In a row stand shut up together, and
those that are open, were as good to be shut; for
they take no Money,
Bone thrive but Apothecaries, Bwtchers, Cookes,
and Coffln'-mskers, Coach-men ride a cock-horse,
end are so full of Jadlsh trlckes, that you cannot
be jolted six miles from LoWon, under thirty or
forty shillings. Sever was üackney-flesh so deare.
Few woollen Drapers sel any Gloth, but pvery
Qiurchyard Is every dey full of llnn«i drapers;
and the garth Is the great Warehouse, which Is piled
up with windlng-eheetes# To see a ^apler or l eather
w o m e in London now. Is as strange, as to meet a
Low-countrey Souldler with Money in hia Purse:
walkes In Pauls are 4mpty; the welkes in London too
wide, (here*s no justllng;) b ^ the best Is,
Cheape-slde Is a comfortable ^nrden, where all
Phlslcke-Berbes grow.^
The contemporary poet, George Wither, complained of
the false dealings that typified human relations, and
bitterly assailed those who made a profit from the suffer
ing which many could not escape.
Mead to Stutevllle, September 10, 1685, Court and
^Ines. I, p. 48
88
Dekker, Plaeue Pamnhlets. pp. 138-39.
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Pals# #ar#Sf false oatheg, false measure^ and
false weights
■^alse promises, end falslfed lights,
*#r# pimlsht with false hope, false joyes, false fer rs.
Pels# servants^ and false friends, to them, and theirs.
They sAo of lete their neighbours did contemne,
J^d not a neighbour left to comfort them,
neighbourhood was needfull. such as were
iSelfe-'loTers, by themselves remained here;
gnd wanted those contentants, which arise,
^rom Oirlstlan Love, and mutuell gmltles.
mkst Trades were tradefaln, & few Merchants thrived.
6%ve those man, w(K) by I ^ t h and "^Icknesses, liv'd.
The i^eitons, bearchers, they that Corpses carle.
The Herb-wlfe, (^rngglst, end ^j^theeerle,
Physltlans, ^hirgeons, Murses, Coffln-mekers,
Bold Mountebanekes, end shemelesse tmdertakers.
To cure the Pest In all; these, rich become:
And idiat we pray to be delivered from
#as their edvantage. Tee, the worst of these
^rew stout, end fat, and proud Igr this disease.
home, vented refuse wares, at three times more,
Than what Is best, was prized et before,
Some set upon their labours such high rates.
As passed Reason; so, they whose estates
Did felle of reaching to a price so high,
*ere falne to perish without remedy*
&cme, wolvlshly, did prey upon the quick,
^ome, theevishly, purloyned from the sick.
8<me robb'd the dead of sheets, some, of a grave.
That there another guest may lodging h & v e * ^
Burlng the height of the plague the officials were
atm

having trouble keeping the plague victims w d e r

quarantine and off the streets.

During the time a

household was in quarantine, api^roximetely thirty days from
the time of the Infection in 1025, watchers armed with
halberds maintained a twenty-four hour a day guard and
locked the house whenever they had to go rway on any errrnd
for those in quarantine.

Pood ^nd water were brought into

29,
*lther, George, Britain's hemembrsncer. (London,
quoted in French, pp. x%%ll-lll.
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the victims «Ao were not sup\X)sed to be eilowed to go
SO
into the streets#
There were, however, compleints that
the well end the sick were mingling together in the streets
and could not be kept separated,

^ contemporary reported

*it is not certaine whoe is cleein or foulle at ^ondon,
31
and thaye have gevln over the closing upp of bowses**.
If the Infected houses were not shut u? they remained o p ^
in violation of orders of the privy council,

lo segregate

plague victims and so to check the spread of the sickness,
the council ordered the erection of tents znd cabins in the
fields to be used as pest houses.
The Ixandon poor were unable to flee to the country
wh%i an epidemic of plague struck.
01ave*s, houthwark;

(>t, ^lle*s, Çripplegate;

Sepulchre*a, without Rewgete;

and 8t. Mary*3, %ltechapel were the parishes most effected
by plague.

These prrlshes were the ones with the **mazes of

lanes and twisting passages, 'pestered* with the tenements
of the poorer class"*

Overcrowding, and the attendant

Increase of filth, was sure to spread the sickness,

gs the

^ Wilson, Plague in g^kesDeare* s London, pp. 55-60;
Bell, The Great Plague
Lond<m. pp. 51, 106-12.
^

Thoams Bari of Kelly to John Lari of Mar, July 16,
g§8& (a. M. c.), p. 2 2 0 .

^ Order in Council, August 28, 1625, ^cts of the P r i w
Council. 1625-1626, pp. 145-44.
^

Creighton, Slstorv of Epidemics, p. 510.
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red crosses appeared more and more frequently on the
doors of London houses, an order went out from the Cburt
of Aldermen forbidding people to Increwe the number of
oecupants in their houses or to divide houses for
A4
additional ooeupaney by other families#
However,
earlier efforts during the reigns of Elizabeth and James
to stop the growth of population within the lord mayor*s
jurisdiction had met with little success, * and they were
of little avail now, even though all those idio disobeyed
the proelematloms against the erection of new building#
were to be Imprisoned*
the privy council frequently helped with poor relief*
Blnce the poor rate of the wards and parishes was in*
sufficient during times of pestilence, the council issued
orders for a special collection of funds to be taken up
for the poor*^^

The heavily populated parishes were not

able to beer the Increased burden placed on the# by the
plagme.

A precept of the lord mayor to the pareon ai^

churchwardens of each parish ordered that every Wednesday
^ Order of the Court of Aldermw, Repertories of the
Court of Aldermen (hereafter cited as Répertories), IXXIX,
fols. 171b, 166, 137.
^^«mbranqip. Index, pp. 42-47; Brett-James, N, G.,
%he Growth of Stuart London (Londcai, 1965), p. 105.
Proclamation, May 2, 1685, Rymer, Foedera. XVIII, p. 63;
Cal*
2'
1625-1626. p. 17.
^ Leonard^ B. M., Barlv ^ s t o r v of p a l i s h ^oor Relief.
(Cambridge, 1900), p. 801.
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b# observed ms a fast and day of prayer, and that the
money so saved should be solicited In a house-to-bonae
campaign.

The collection eas to be made from the ^better
ss
sort* of inhabitants»
Those areas ehlch eere less
heavily stricken with plague were required to contrlbmte
mg
to the relief of the poor In the badly Infected areas.
In August a general collection was ordered to be made
throughout the klngdcwm for the relief of the poor and
40
distressed In London and #estmlnster.
The livery
ccwmpanles In the city were asked to forego their feasts,
vespeeielly In these times of @od*s visitation with the
contagious sickness of the plague,* and to use the money
so saved for the relief of the stricken p o o r . ^
Qovemment was at a standstill when the rich fled to
the country, and the collection of the poor rate was almost
Sâ

Precept to the Parsons snd Churchwardens, July* 1685,
Journal, IXZIII, fol. 18@b.
Leonard, Aaallah Poor p;
e l l e f p.
See the Order
of the Court of AldCnwen, February 14, 1688, requiring the
churehwerdens of the parishes of St. gelen*# Blshopsgate
and 6t. 01ave*s Hart mtreet to collect and pay over to the
perish of 9t. Botolph*s without Blsbopsgate for Its stricken
poor money idiich should have been collected n^lle the plague
was raging. Repertories, XL, fol. 111b.
^

August 11, 1685, Gal. 8. P.

1885-168^. p. 88.

^ Order of the Court of Aldermen, July 5, 1685, Reper
tories, XXXIX, fol. 968b; Precepts to the Masters and
Wardens of the Companies, July 7, 1685, Journal, XXXIII,
fols. ISOb, 180.
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impossible.

The House of Lords ordered the jpoor rate to

be doubled In W n d o n , ^ presuming thst the city officials
eould comfisoate property In order to collect the levy*
Not only the poor of the city were In dire need during
plague times, but other m^bers of society found it
necessary to petition for help.

The masters of private

schools In London asked for assistance in 1625 because
their schools were shut down and no money was coming in,
45
and they »ere unable to pay their rent*
The condition of small tradesmen eas miserable, and
poverty grew among them.

The ^ u r t of Aldermen levied
44
gl,000 to be distributed for their relief^
and the lord
jmyor protested the council order prohibiting the entrance
of food sellers into the city*

The violence that might go

hand in hand with a food shortage was more to be feared
45
than was the plague Itself*
A royal proclamation did
prohibit the holding of the #tourbrldge fair end the
Bartholomew fair in London, however,

end rural producers

Lords* Journal. August 6, 16E5, III, p. 475*
4§

Petition of private schoolmasters within the city to the
Council, September (T), 1625, Çal; jg^. P; horn. 1625-1626. p* 114*
44
Paul to Conway, October 84; Lord Mayor to the Cotmcil,
November 88, 1685,
8. g.* ggg. 1625-1626. pp. 158, 155.
45
Lord M&yor
to the Council, August 1, 1685, Gal* 8. 2#
Dorn. 1625-1686.
p. 79;j^emembrancla. %nde%r p.
imere the
date is given as *clrca 1685.*
^ Proclamation, August 4, 1625, Bymer, Ppedera, XVIII,
p. 170; Cal. 8.
P.
1625-1626. p. 80; Journal. XXXIII,
fol. 151b*
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suffered heavily because of the loss of their chief market.

47

London did what It could, according to the knowledge
of the time, to combat the spread of plague*

The pesthouaes

for the sick were established, and the city appointed thre#
doctors to care for the sick.

One was to reside at the pest-

house and try to cure those who were committed there.
was to be paid &S0 a year for his services.^

He

A city official

called the "cwmnon hunt* was ordered to kill all doga "sawing
greyhounds, and such as shall be led In lines, and gentlewom%i*3 little dogs."

Dogs were believed to spread the

plague, and so were to be destroyed and burled in the fields
outside the city.

,j«a

One hundred and ninety dogs were said

to have been slaughtered In less than a month In the parish
of 8t. Mart in* 6 In the Fields in 1SS5.
Ëany people who faced the Impending threat of death
turned from the churches mid prayer to riotous living in

18^5,

Deputy Lieut«aants of Bssex to the Council, September 18,
2. f.
1,
685-1820. p. 107.

^ Minutes of the Court of Aldermen, July 14, 1625,
Repertories,
fol. 279b.
Order of the Court of Aldermen, May 24, 1625,
Repertories, XXIII, fol. 222.
^ Walcott, M. R. C., The Memorials of Westminster (London,
1851),
154-55, and
History of the Parish iphnrch
Mar^ret la Westmlnstwr (London. 1847), p. 62, cited In
WllsoD, Plague
ghakeaueare/p jiORdon. p. 40.

what m&y have been their last daye on earth.

Dejcker wan

ainch distressed by this reckless behavior.

If you look Into the Fields, looke Into the
Streetes, looke Into t&vemes, looke Into
Ale-houses; they are all merry, all jocund;
no Plague frights them, no Prayers stlrre
up t h ^ , DO Fast tyes them to obedience. In
the Fields they are (in the time of that
divine celebration) walking, talking, laughing,
toying, and sporting together. In the Streets,
blaspheming, selling, buying, swearing. In
Tavernes, and Ale-houses, drinking, roaring,
and snrfettlng; In these, and maasKy other
places, Gods Holy-Dey Is their Voiice-d&ys;
the Kings F&stlng-IkLy, their day of Blot,
The high death rate in London brought on the probl@a
of burying the dead*

Huge plague pits were dug to hold

the bodies of plague victims, because the cemeteries were
filled*

As many as forty or fifty bodies were burled In

a single pit*

The bodies were committed at night, Igr

official order, and dumped from the death carts by tlœ
flare of torchlight without ehurch r i t e s . D e k k e r warned
his readers*
And now, 0 you Citizens of LOEDOh, abroad
or at home, be you rich, bee you poors, tremble
at the repetition of these horrors which here I
set downe: and of which ten thousand are earewltnesses, great numbers of you that are in the
City, having likewise beheld some of these, or
their like, with your eyes. Beither are these
warnings to you of London onely, but to you
(udio-ever you bee) dwelling in the farthest
^ r t s of the Eingdome,
Shall I tell you how many thousands have
been# borne on mens shoulders within the compass#
of five or six weekes? Bills sent up and down#
both Town# and Countries have glvmi you already
too fearefull Infozm&tions*
51

Bekker, flaaue Pamphlets, pp. 150-51.
Ball,

E W m g la laBdsm, p. 40.

il

Shall I tell
bhe Bels call out ulght
and day for more Burials, end have them, yet are
not satisfied? ...
Shell I tell you, that Church-yards have
letten their ground to so many poore Tenants, that
there Is scarce roome left for any more to deell
there, they are so pestered? The Statute against
Inmates cannot sue these, for having taken once
possession, no Law can remove them.
Or shall I tell you, that in many (^ureh-yards
(for want of roome) they are com]>elled to dig
Oraves like little Cellera, piling up forty or fifty
In a Pit? And that in one place of burlall, the
Mattooke and Novell have ventured so farre, that
the very Common-shore breakes into these ghastly
and gloomy Wmre-houeea, washing the bodies all
over with foule water, because idten they, lay down#
to rest, no one eye was so tender to wet the ground
with a teare? 55
After a summer that was horribly disastrous to London
the plague finally began to lessen In early September,^
but It.WcS over a month later before people began to return

to the city*

In mid-October a man passing through London*s

streets reported "the streets full of ueople, and the
55
highways of passengers— horse snd foot"#
Ait the lord
mayor found It necessary to repeat the order to shut up
the infected houses and to have them marked with the red
« 56
crosses and **Lord Save Mercy on gg .
Many people feared.
___

Lekker, blague f:^mnhlets. p. 158.
54
Mead to Stutevllle, September 4, 1685, Couyt end Times.
y. I, p. 48: Pesero to the Doge, October 7, 1695, n.s#
^al. 5. P. *en. 16B5-16E6, p. 178; '-k)ke to Lrooke, October
18, 1685,
of
Gp ) % e ^ I, (H. M. C,, Igth ^ p .
App. ?t. t) p. 818.
55
Mead to ^tutevllle, October 15, 1625, Opurt and *lmes.
V. I, p. 54.
56
Lord Mayor's precepts to the Aldermen, October 15, ZO,
1685, Joumal 53, fols. 140, 144.

en Increase in plague because of the return of people to
57
the city*
London was still regarded as a dasagerous
plaee to those sAo returned from the fresh air of the
58
countxy.
Many of the artisans eAio returned early might
have saved their lives ly being more patient in their
59
return.
The king and the court did not yet return to London,
but In Deeaaber the eommon players mere allowed to come
to %mpton ^ u r t to orovlde the court with entertalnm<mt
00
for the OuTlstmas k>lidays.
Finally the king azid his
entourage, end also the courts of lam, returned to London
61 ^
in January, 1026.
% e limitation on Londoners#
attendance at fairs was removed, end again fairs were
62
allowed in the city.
One of the last proclamations
Issued eoncemlug the epidemic was one that signified Its
close*

A general and public thanksgiving was proclaimed

Meed to ^tutevllle, (October 15, 1625, Court and lime ê-f
I, p. 54*
68
oelvettl#s Dlsp&tch, October 14, 1625 (n.s.)
M8&.* (m;m.G*), p. 5 4 *
59
&mlvettl#s ^ispatch, gov«d)er 20, 1625 (n.s*), ibid.*
p. 36*
60
8udyerd to hethersole, December 18, 1625, Gel.
162^1626. p. 179.
81
8alvettl*s Dispatch, January 6, 1686, (n.s.) ^^^krlne
p. 41.
62
Foedera» ZVUI, p# 255; Proelametion, June 18,
1625, Journal BSlfol. 161.
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la Lcmdon oa Jsauary S7, 1686.
fhe final death totals for the plague year were
55,417 plague deathe la London and the outperiahee, with
86,550 deaths for London alone.

The death total for

London, the ontparishe#, and the perishes of Westminster,
Lambeth, Newington, Stepney, Hackney, and Islington was
41,515.

The bills of mortality for 1685 provide the

following list of weekly plague deaths.
Week ■%dias
Dec.
J an*

Feb.

Her.

Apr.

Hay

June

85, 16R4
50
6, 1625
15
20
27
5
10
17
6%
5
10
17
84
51
7
14
81
88
5
18
19
86
2
9
16
25
30

Burl@a
185
811
280
196
240
8%
174
804
811
252
807
210
862
83*
245
859
256
850
505
292
558
579
401
595
454
510
640
948

Of Plague
0
0
1
1
0
0
5
5
5
1
0
0
4
8
11
10
84
25
86
50
45
71
78
69
91
165
259
590

Parishes D
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
8
1
1
0
0
5
8
4
4
10
11
9
10
15
17
16
20
25
31
32
50

Proclamation, January BE, 16S6 (proclaimed in London,
January 27, 1626), Journal 300CIII, fol. 168b; pal. ^
^om.
16P5-1626, p. 251; Rymer, Foedera. IVIII, p. 276.

Week kndlne
7
14
21
28
4
Aug,
11
18
25
bept. 1
8
15
88
29
6
Oct.
15
20
27
Wov.
5
10
17
24
1
Deo.
8
15
July

1822
1741
2850
3585
4517
4855
5805
4841
3897
3157
2148
1#94
1236
838
815
651
375
357
519
274
231
190
181
168

Of Æi&gue

Parishes infected

593
1004
1819
2471
8659
4115
4463
4218
8344
2550
1674
1551
852
556
511
331
134
89
92
48
27
15
15
8

57
82
96
105
114
112
114
114
117
116
107
111
103
99
91
76
47
41
36
22
16
12
7
5
#4

The qtwted bill of mortality la for the city of l%adon
amd the out pari shea.

The deatba from all ceuaes la Moy and

Jam* #ere ao many more ttwm the repoarted plague deaths that
there m%#t have been some eoneealment or error in the
report.

Gontemporsrles eho watched the bills were

Inclined to fm&l that the plague deaths were not correctly
65
reported.
One writer asked* "Are there some other
diseases as bad and spreading as the plague, or Is there
66
untrue dealing In the account?
There may hare been
64
Belli London* s Remembraneer. cited In Creighton,
History of %lde«lcs. p. 508-## French, p. xzrlli.
8kr^

Salrettl’s Dispatch, June IS, 20, 1685 (n.s,),
20, 21.

Meed to Btutewllle, July 2, 1685, Court apd
Ï, p. SB*

both erix)r ond concealment in the bills, for the
death total of 54*265 as compared to the plague t*)tal
67
of 05,417 li&dleates a definite discrepancy*

67
Creighton, Blstor? of ^pl^emlcs. p* 510,

Chapter If
TEE ?RIVY GOQNCIL AKD TEE
P W G U E OP 1625
The plague of 1625 begaa to Increase eerly In the
year, and as the infection mounted the privy council took
steps to check its spread»

In March, teo days before the

death of King James, the lord mayor of London received a
letter from the privy council.
#ee understand the plague Is dallle Increasing
In the Cittle, and that there died this lest weeke
seven of it In one parish, and sllthough It hath
beene Increasing divers veekes wee cannot hear that
any good Course hath beene takmi for prévit Ing it
by carrylmg infected persons to the pesthouse, or
setting watch upon them, or burning the stuffe of
the deceased*^
Two days after King C h a r l e s a c c e s s i o n , the lord
mayor received a stricter charge to put Into effect the
precautions against the stread of plaguei
Riereas some of us lately did write unto
your hordshlpp etc, c w c e m l n g the care to be
had of the apre&ddlng of the lnfeccl<m, we &re
now by Els Me j#stle*s speclall coBgaaund to pray
and require your tordshipp etc. to take all the
strictest and severest courses, that are accustomed
for repressing of the seme, as well by removing
the Infected to the pest house, as by setting
watches upon themjwt to stlrre abroad and by
burning the stuffe of such as dye of the infecclon;
mnd by all other good wayes and meanes that may
be used for prevenclon of Inconvenience In this case,
as namely, by taking (%re that the houses Infected
bee timely discovered a%W that the billes or

1
Privy Council to the Lord Mayor of London, % r c h 25,
1625,
Eclzi
af
laR^iaes.
(London,
), pp. 505-6j W, H, and H*
Overall (eds.)

J&WftlSêi

^

ta rifa af fhicarAa

sf
Mi ün x k m , (ïwdon, 1878),
hereafter cited as Remembrencla» Indqx] » p« 558.
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mmrkea cm the dores bee not taken away imtlll
your I^rdehipp so to take hart; as being assured
that an exact aeeompt wllbe demaunded at
your handes of your diligence and Industrie In
this oecasslon.2
Later the lord mayor was called before their
^rdships "and received *,« severe admonition for to take
all the strictest courses that might be used for prevention
of the spreading of the plague* to the effect of the
letters formerly written unto him, and to take a like course
for clearing the streets of all roagues and beggars of all
sexes and ages, and the houses of inmates, wid he was
required w e ^ e l y to give an accompt to the ^oard of his
s
proeeedlnges therein,"
Because measures taken In the
city could effect nothing unless carried out also in the
suburbs, the council ordered the justices of the peace of
Middlesex, Surrey, and Westminster to attend the next council
meeting to receive similar instructions.

The justices were

ordered to
use their beat endevors, and with greater
diligence then hitherto they have done, as
well by taking present and cœltlnuFl care in
their severall dlstrletes, that the streetes
be kept very cleans, all vagrant persons
pwlshed, and iWetes removed, as by all
other passible and fitting courses; because
otherwise not onely the suburbs and other
places neere the clttle wllbe in manifest
Privy (council to the Lord Mayor and Al.dermen of
London, March B8, 1625,
of the ^ r l w ^ouncil
1@25-1025. p. 8| Remembrancle. Index, p. 528.
Order In ^ouneil, March 31, 1625, ^cts of the
fplvy Council 1685-1626. p. 15.

danger of receiving the Infection, but allso
that infecclon ehlch is elre%dy in the clttie
is lykely to be Increassed thereby, not??ithatanding any care that can be taken by the lord
mayor and aldermen who complalne of those
vegarant persona and multitude of poore coming out
of the country partes, by which the clttie la
annoyed and pestered,^
^

mid July the privy council found it necessary to

reprimand the lord mayor and aldermen of ^ondon snd the
justices of the suburbs.

The orders issued In the spring

were not being carried out properly and there was evidence
of laxity or complete disregard by the officials,
%tereas by reason of the greet infecclon
end other extraordinary occasions for his
Majestle*s service at this time, not onley his
royal person is now absent from the clttie of
i«ond(m but wee of his iPrlvy ^ouncell are forced
to disperse ourselves mere than at any other
time hath heHBm usuall; we have thought fltt to
prale and rmqUlre your Lordshipp not to abandon
the gove%m#*Hit of the clttle committed to your
charge and to continue and encreese all the
usu&ll meanes for represslmg of the contagion,
both by restraynlng the Infected persons and
shutting all the houses, and all other courses
accustomed In the like lamentable occassions, and
in BO sort to remitt the dllig<mce requisite,
notwithstanding the increase of the contagion,
untlll it shall please almighty *^od of his
mercy to cease his indlgnaclon, wherein you ought
to be so much the more severe least the C(%»tempt
of the publique authoritye in the orders appointed
for the infmncion may produce and encourage a
further disobedience in the govcMment and adde
one mlschiefe to another; end wee doe further
prale and require your lordshipp and the re##
to bee very vlgllent upmn mil other emergent
aceldmites which may concerne the government.
4
Order in Council, April 1, 16G5, Acts of the
Privy Council IdBb-lSSG. pp. IT- 8.
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and to be very carefuil to give ell speedy
redress In them that may lie in your ^ower,
end to give dlllgaoit advertisement thereof unto
one of his Ms]estle*s prlnolpall Secretaries
or to stme sueh other of his Privy ^oimoell as
you shall understand to be neerest at hand and
to whom® the ©are thereof may most properlle
belong.
Letters of the eame type were meat to the justices of
peace of j&lddlese% and «^hirrey telling thme to keep the
orders against the infection and to stay at their
posts*
John Gore, lord mayor at this time, reported to the
council that he had used "all diligence" In obeying the
oouncil*s oiTders and mould continue the perawmal execution
of his charge*

plague mas not as strtmg inside the malls

as it mss on the outskirts of the city according to his
7
re#ort*
The city of Bristol became alarmed for Its safety
during the plague and requested the privy council to
forbid Lon&mers to attend ^y^gtol fairs or to send goods
to the markets there#

The mayor of Bristol petitioned

the council asking that all Londoners mlth "their goodes
and merchandises might be absolutely restrsyned" from
8 ^
attMidlng the fair to be held there#
The lord mayor
5

^
privy Ggj^cil to the ^ord % y o r of Aondon and the
Justices of P^^ace of Middlesex end ^rrey, July 80, 16^5, Acta
of the P r l w ^u n c l l 1625-1626. p. 122; aemembrancla. ^ndez.
p. 335.
7
Lord Mfyor (John Gore) to the '^ouncll, July £0, 1625,
C&l#
St
1625-1686* P# 76;
W e i , p. 559.
6
_
aC ibm Êrizz pimeil
p* 1 2 5 .
Order In Council, J%me 85, 1625, Acts of the Privy
Council 162$-1626# p. 109#
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end aldermem of W m d o m prayed the privy council *that
the restreint may not apply to those who shall ohtaln
certificates from the TLord Mayor that their houses and
9
families are free from infection.*
A proclamation
was ordered, however, restraining i^ondoners from
atteMlng the P i s t o l fair*
fh-e plague deaths of the first week in "Sgigust rose
to

in

in Westminster,

with an additional ninety-seven dying
when the privy council wrote to the

archbishops of Qenterbury and York ordering a fast and
forbidding any assmeblles in the churches of infected
parishes.

The peo;^e were to abstain from publicly

keeping the fast ordered by the king, but were "*to observe
the said fast and other devoticm aeeompanytng the saste
privately in their houses,*

^4nirch services were to be

carefully watched^ and the privy council ordered *that
the churehwardens be farther carefUll in the publique
assemblies which shalbe mpde for the said fast in the
parishes eleere from infewtiw not to admitt any from the
parishes infected to their said publique ass^blies Wiich
might els proove e lykely meanes to pass the contagion
. IS
to the places which yett rmselne clears ,
9
Lord Mayor (John Gore) and ^Idermen of ^ondon to the
Council, June, 1025, Gel*
P. -om. 1625-1626. p. 51;
Remembrencls.
P* 039.
10
Proclamation ordered by the ^ourt of ^loermen, July 5,
1625^ Renertorlea. &9, fol. 268.
Locke to GgrietMi, August 14, 16P5, Gal.
.. Dqm#
16B5-16^f p* 84; Also bill of mortality for 1625, yrench
p* xzvlii; Creighton, pp. 508-9#
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At tb$ same time the eoimcil egcln reprimanded
the lord %myor for the number of vsgrenta In the city.
Rhereae we are given to understand that
divers loose end vagrelent persona h&ve bene
observed to pesa d&ly to and fro In and about
Londcm ministering suspicion that their stay Is
for noe good intent^ but as may be well feered
to make prey by pilfering and bresking upp of
houses of such cltl«ns and other persons which
are left empty of any servaunt to looke to
them (a thing practised as wee heare by dissolute
end desperate persons In tymes of former oonteglon
end plague) ; wee, out of our accustcaed care to
(waitt nothing which wee can possibly thlnke of
tending to the preserveclon of the lyves and
estates as well of tlwse citizens and others
still eoamorant In and about ^'ondon as also of
those who are retyred into the country, have
thought good hereby to pray and require your
l^irdshlpp to teke such speedy and effectuall
order with the justices of peace and other
offlcere wlthl# your jurlsdlccl<Nh that they
use all tlgllanoe and clrctnaspecclon for the
preventing what poeslbly they may of any
mlachlef of that kind which nought otherwlae
happen and be att^Aqiited, especially upon the
houses and goods of those that are sbs%it, and
that justice may be don# with ell severltle
wg^n such offerers as shalbe eppr^ended and
found guiltle^l&
The order of the judges of assize of the circuit
of *3se% forbidding the entrance of all *?ilgglers" and
other carriers Into the city of L<*don had to be
rescinded by the council at this same time,

^he lord

" " Is

Privy Asunsil to the Archbishops of #enterbury and
York, August 5, IdSS, 4R&P ST t M S&1YY ! % mS i Â
1 # 6 , p* 185.
Privy ^ouncll to the l^rd hsyor of l*ondon, ^gust
5, 1 ^ 5 , &S&& af jkM m i z z
pp. isv-ga.
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mayor complained that the people suffered so mmeh from
hunger h» was afraid the few remaining magistrates would
not be able to keep order In the clty^ and that the
hungry would leave the city to go Into the country in
search of food, thereby spreading the infection over a
14
much wider area.
The council thereupon agreed that It
should again be lawful for higglers and other carriers
to come Into ^ndon, and that If they did not want to come
Into the city their provisions could be marketed a short
15
distance outside the city*
Another problem brought up by the privy council
conceded the graves in sAlch the plague victims were
burled.

During the worst part of the plague in August

a letter was s w t to the ^ s h o p of ^ondon oharglmg him
*to have especlall care taken that ss well the
burying of too many togelther In one and the same grave
be avoyded as much as may be, es lykewlse that the graves
be digged soe deepe as that those bodies which lye nezt to
the superficies of the earth may be Interred and covered
three foote deepe at the least, the contrarie whereof
being generally observed to be now practised cannot choose
but be a great occaclon of the Increase of the Infecclon
16
by corrupting of the ayre In greater measure."
Lord Mayor (John % r e / to the#uncll, -^ugust 1, 1625,
&L
P, 79.
Privy ^ouncll to the Justices of ^eace in "ssex, August
5, 1625, Apts 2f the Privy ''ouncll 1625-1626. pp. 128-29
16
^
Privy Goimcll to the
Bishop of loudon, August 88,
1625, Acts af tbs Prlvv G m m c l l 1685rl6^, Pp, 142-43.
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Those who were afflicted by the plague and had not
the money with which to care for themselves were to be
taken care of in the city*s pest houses# and not to be
allowed to wander in the streets.

The cowicil s w t a

letter to the lord mayor oonoeming pest houses# shutting
up of bouses# ahd burials*
It is soe well knowne to you what orders and
dirrecclons have proceeded from hia *ajestie and
this Table for the well governing of the clttie in
the!se tymes of contagion and sickness as that
we cannot but marvaile very much (especially as
your own lyves and fortunes are so farr interessed)
that it is fallen into every man* s observacion who
have beene commor&nt in or neere the clttie that the
whole and sicke are suffered in all partes of the
clttie promiscuously to converse together without
any restrainte att all, which being now also comme
to his Majestle*s eare he is much troubled and
offended thereat, end hath therefore (as a good
and gratious prince contynulng his royall care for
the preserv&clon of the lives of bis loving subjectes
which are deare end prêtions unto him) oomanded us
hereby to lett you know how much he# is off«nided
with this your soe greats neglect and misgovemment,
and likewise in his Kajestl**^s name atraltly to
charge and c^aend you that, besydas those good orders
and direeeloms formerly m a ^ and given, you cause
thalse ensuing to be putt in due execueion, vi»:
that a speedy course be taken for the erecting of
«male tentes and cabbyns to be made of a few boards
and such matérielles as laay bee socne putt together
and to be sett a competwt distance from each other
in all such several! places and fields without the
citty as shalbe most convenient to erect them in
for the rece&ving of infected peracais from ell
partes of the clttie, wherein you are strictly
to observe this course; that soe soone as you shall
understand of a house infected you cause the infected
person or persons to bee rmaoved to some of the
foresald cabbyns and those remaynlng in the house to
be shutt upp during a mounthe* s space, as formerly,
and that those that are remooved into the said
eabbyns be suffered at the mounthe*s end if they be
perfectly recovered to retourne home againe, and
that the cabbyne together with their wearing eloethes
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and all thlnga In Itt be burned, and that from
tyme to tyme ne# cabbyna be still erected, as occasion
shall require, the charge of which if itt bee
effectually proceeded in is to be borne in parte out
of the benevolenee, and to be collected by brcefes,
throughoi^ t)^e klngdome, according to a late order
made in the ^pper ^ u s e of Parlement on the behalf
of the said colleccion, but the diabursments for the
present to bee made by the citty* And whereas It is
lykewlse observed that the graves made for the burlall
of those whoe die of the plague are usually not digged
soe deepe as were requisite to containe such nimbers
of bodies 6S happen often to be Interred in (me and
the same grave, which cannott choose but bee a
greate occasion of Increase of the infecclon by
corrupting of the ayre in greater measure *** we have
therefore thought good hereby to will and require your
Lordshipp to take the best and strictest (X^urse that
possibly you can devise, both to have as few buried
in one grave as may bee, as also that those bodies
which lye uppenaost bee not covered shallower than
three foote deepe at the least. Of all which we
expect from tyme to tyme an exacte
from you
as of a buslnea which his Majestie tekms èo much to
heart and will certainly require at your hands in case
of any default in the exeemhlon thereof on your
$he lord mayor also asked the couneil for relief for
the poor,

A^lthough many poor had died the need of those

still alive was very great because of disrupted trade.

He

asked that the sum of gl,000 that had been collected be
18
turned over to the city for poor relief*
When the plague finally began to abate the council
sent a letter to the lord mayor and alderm%i asking them
to continue their vigilance and not to allow the disease
to spring up again.

The infected parts of the city were to

19--------- —
Privy ^ouncil to the ^ r d Mayor of ^ndon, August 28,
1625, ^cts af the Privy Gouncil 1625-16S6. pp, 145-44*
18
,
^
Lord Mayor (Allen Cotton) and Aldfrmen of London to
the Privy Council, Hovember PR, 1625, Ye,%»
P.
1825-1626. p. 155.

—
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be carefully cleansed and all household belongings of
those who had been infected were to be exposed to fire and
the frosty weather which would be upon them soon.

By

using great diligence In carrying out this order the
council assured the officials they would "encourage his Majestle
to approa*^ the sooner unto the citty and give confidence to
19
all in general to repair thither."
A few weeks later it was reported to the council that
this order had been carried out by publishing it in every
church and by telling people exactly how "to cleanse and
air

their houses , @11 beddings, apparel, and household

stuffe.

^ precept from the lord mayor had commanded

all aldermen to have this order carried out in their
El
particular wards,
and justices of the peace reported from
the outlying parishes that they were carrying out the order
to "air and purify bouses and stuff infected,"
19
Privy Co\iQcll to the Lord Mayor and Aldermen of
London, and the Justices of Peace of Middlesex snd Surrey,
December 4, 1625,
W m fzliy
1625-1626,
p« 258.
80
Heywood to the Council, ^ecwiber 29, 1625, ^al. S. P.
Pom. 1685-1626. p. 191.
81
Precept, n.d.. Journal
fol, 198b.
82
Justices of Peace of Middlesex to the CogQon^
January, 1626,
1685-1626. p. 842.
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few scattered outbreaks of plague were still
occurring la the spring of 1680,

The prlYy council did not

relax its vigilance, but continued to order the houses
88
shut up and marked with the red crosses*
However,
the epidemic itself was over end London ageIn took up
Its usual way of life.
There Is very little mention of the plague after
the year 1685 until the year 1650 when it again broke
out In epldmalc form.

86
Privy Council to Lidcot and Drake, May 18,

1686, 4cts gf the frivy %msil 1626=1626» p* 4?i^

GhapLer V
TSË PRIVY œUKCIL ABD THE
P W G U E OP 1630
In the fall of 1639, plague began again to epread
In Âu-ope^ and people in %g l a n d became amloua for their
oen safety.

The privy council sent an order to the port

toima of ^gland. Including ^ndon, ordering them to examine
carefully all Incoming vessels to be sure the cargoes and
those aboard were not Infected with the plague.

*And In

case they shall be found to have come from places Infected*"
the order continued, "that then you cause t h ^ to forbear
coming on shore or unlading and likewise restrain others
from going aboard or having ctumerce with them until such
course first by them be taken for the airing of their
goods and commodities^"

A precept was sent to the

aldermen of hondon from the lord mayor telling them to
warn all householders not to emtertsin any persons or
goods from any of the places named (Amsterdam, Rochelle*
and the port toans from Brittany), end "to urge every
householder to keep his house sweet and clean, as also the
channels In the streets, and to avoid lodging or harbouring
I
Privy Council to the magistrates and officers of
several port towns, October 88, 1689, Pflvy
Register (microfilm of M86. deposited In the f"ubllc Records
Office, hereafter cited as pG
p. 468; l*orchester
to Coventry, October 16, 1629, Çel.
P. Rpm, 16^p1681. p* 80| A recommandâtIon to the council to act,
fi€aaembrancla. Index, pp. 589-40.
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2
aay irnkxxown person#."
In early spring of the following year, 1620, the
privy eoimoll was busy Issuing a series of orders to
London and the aurroimdlng area conoemlng plague
control.

?he officials of those ^ n d o n area# which

were visited by the plague were g l v ^ order# to close
Infected bouses end were told to set watches before each
house to make sure those afflicted did not leave the bouse
and thus spread the Infection over a greater area#

%e

council also ordered the king*# printer to reissue the
^'Book of Orders* dealing with plague regulations and to
mall It to "such towns* villages, and other pieces ms
4
might be infected with the plague."
In an effort to keep plague tuKler control in
Klddlesem, near London, the council sent the following
letter to the justice# of the pm&ce of that county:
Rhereas* by our letter# of the twelfth
of this month we did will and require you to
take special care for the shutting up of all
such bouses as you should be informed were
Infected with the plague, and that no access
should be admitted to any person therein;
2
Precept to the aldermw, October 27, 1329,
Journal XDC?, fol. 119b.
S
Privy Council to the Lord Mayor and Aldermen of
London, March 12, 1650, pC 2/59, pp. 689-90;
R<membrmncl&. Inlex. p. 540.
4
O r d e r in Council,

M a r c h 1 5 , 1 6 5 0 , p C 2 /5 9 , p,

696,
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foresmueh as npom farther consideration
we find that the danger doth reqnlre a more
effectual remedy for the preventing and
stopping thereof, #e do therefore hereby will
pnd require you to meet foid:hwlth at Hicks Hall
in Westminster and there consult and resolve
on some convenient place or places to which the
persons dwelling in those houses that are or shall
happen to be Infected may be speedily removed^
with careful order for the attending and relief
of all such as are poor and destitute of means^
which place or places belzm resolved on» you are
to see the aforesaid persons to be presently sent
thither and their houses safely shut up# Bow
because the multitude of poor Irish and other
vagabond persons she swarm hereabouts must needs
increase the infe<^ion unless same effectual
means be used for the redress of that disorder, we
do therefore likewise will and require you to take
special care that the county may be freed from
all such kind of people, according to the law in
the case provided, and also diligently to inform
yourselves what number of limates and alehouses
are Im every pariah, and to see the laws duly end
strictly executed against t h ^ , that the excessive
multitude of thmi, which ought at %&o time to be
tolerated and is now most dangerous, may be
repressed. You are in like manner to use your best
car* that all filth may be removed out of the
streets and they kept clean and as sweet as may be,
and the ditches and the common sewers thoroughly
cleansed and the sluices opened, that the water
may have its free" passage, ^ d for that purpose
you are to enjoin the Coamiggi^Ders for 0ewers and
the soav^agers respectively to be very careful to
perform their duties. Aid, to the end all these
things may the better be performed, we think fit
that you divide yourselves according to the several
precincts or parishes, And we do wlthall hereby
enjoin and charge you to give us an exact account
of all your proceedings in every of these particulars
from time to time, which we expect shall not be less
than once in ten days, observance for that part for
which he sic_ shall understand and for which he
Is to answer.5
In a reconsideration of their earlier order to London
5
Privy '^ouDCil to the Justices of Peace of
March 17, 1650, PC g/59, pp. 698-99.
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concerning the shutting up of houses, the council now
ordered London officials to send all infected to the
pest houses end keep them there#

The lord mayor was also

ordered to punish all vagrants and to keep the city and
e
the liberties free of vagabonds.
The same day the

council sent orders to the seme effect to the justices
of the peace of T^estmlnster and "^hirrey mentioning the
badly infected parishes of 8t. Giles in the ^lelds,
7
Shoreditch, and Whitechapel.

The College of ^^hyslclans

was also notified*
%ereas we are Informed that divers houses
in several parlies near the City of London are
infected with the plague, which may prove of
dangerous consequence if the farther spreading
thereof ewinot be stopped in time; We have
therefore thought fit to signify unto you that
his Majesty out of his gracious and princely care
of the health and safety of his loving subjects
hath been pleased to command that you assemble
yourselves and confer upon some fit course to be
taken and observed for the better preventing of
the infection, lAereof we will and require you to
give us a particular account with all espedltlon.8
The lord mayor took immediate action on all points
of the council order of ^arch 18 and sent a precept to the
aldermen the same day to take certain measures for prePrivy Council to the^Lgrg Mayor and ^Idermen of
London, March 18, 1630,
2/89, p. 700; Aemembrancla.

p. 340.
7
Privy (<)uncil to the Justices of the ^eace of
Westminster and ^rrey, March 18, 1630, pC g/39, pp. 701-2,
8
Privy Council to the ^ollege of f^hyslcl&ns, March
18, 1630, pG B/59, p. 704,
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vemtlAg the plague,

Ihla order Is for the "apprehending

and punlshlnge of all poore Irlshe and other vagrants
and vagabond persons" found In the ward,

Greets and

lanes and channels In the streets are to be kept"sweet
and clean and no dnng, soil, filth* or other nôyeo#e
thing {are to] be suffered to be and remain in the said
streets and lanes but to be from time to time cleaned
and voided,"

The aldei%en were also to \ a k e measures"

against an excessive number of Inmates* alehouses* "and
like disordered houses," The lord mayor added that "a
strict account will undoubtedly be required of you touching
the performance of the premise#.
^he privy council also took notice of those single
eases of plague Infection sdilch were brought to the
attrition of Its mmabers.

I'etters were sent to the lord

mayor and the justices conceM&ing certain single cases which
were reported and the council ordered an immediate check of
the houses to verify the reports and close the houses If

10
the reports were true*
As plague continued to increase the lord mayor sent
another precs^t to the elAwrmena
We, considering how the Infection of the plague
Is dispersed In divers and sundry places near about
9
Precept to the aldermen, upon a letter from the
Privy ^uncll* March 18* 1650* Journal AXIf* fol, 169*

10
Privy Council to the ü@rd Mayor of i%nd(%n; #lr John
Mdcott and ^Ir Thomas Evelyn; Mr» Lout her* ^r* Amskett*
and other justices about Whitechapel; ^r. Bate and Sir
William Sllngsby* April 9* 1630,
2/39* pp, 745-46;
B s m m b r ^ c i m * Index, p. 341*
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this City do for the prevemtlorn of the Inoreas#
thereof wlthtD the aeid
(so far as It shall
please God to bless maos endeavors) hereby
straightly charge end In his Majesty*s name
command all manner of persons elthln the said
elty and liberties thereof to take xwtloe of and
observe these several Articles ensnelng, vlst.:
1. Houses and streets before thea are to be dally
cleaned»
2, 3Phat no beggars gather la multitudes at burials
or lectures to seek alms#
5. Ho beggar or vagrant to wander In or remain In
the city or liberties#
4# Mo feasts or meetings at halls or taverns of
eountrymmi of any shire.
5# Mo *wrastlinges and fenoers* prises, ^howes or
the like* which causes multitudes.
6. Mo seller of fruit, cabbage, rod#», or herbs to
lay these things up In his warehouse.
This actlnm by the lord mayor antlolpated by a day a royal
proclamation "for (Quickening the laws made for relief of the
poor, suppressing, punishing, and settling sturdy rogues and
vagabonds. Issued on aocoumt of the apparent and visible
le
danger of the pestlienee."
Btlll another precept to the alderm«ai forbade feasts
and public dinners, and public meetings for burials and
«marriages.

The mcmey saved by this measure was to be
13
collected for the relief of the poor.
All actions of the

lord maynr and the justices of the peace of neighboring
14
counties were baaed upon orders from the privy council,
whose mesAera were showing great Interest In the welfare
of the people during the days of the Infection.
n -------------------------Precept to the aldermen, April gg, 1630, Jo#mmal
%%%?, fol. 160b#
IB
Proclamation, April 23, 1630, Hymer, ^oedera. v. XI-^,
p. 160; S&1.
tisma M2â=i621, p. 241.
13
Precept to the aldermen, gay 17, 1630, Journal %%%f,
188.

—
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in gpite of the ocmcem ehoim by the eotmell and
the ear# exercised by the govermlmg officials of the city,
the plague was so threat #aiiag in ^ n d o n that to permit
anyone frtm the city or its wrlrons to approach the
king'^s court #as to endanger the lives of mesbdrs of the
royal family*

%ien the Queen* ehose lying In was app^roach-

Ing* prepared to more to the royal palace at ^resmwl#&,
east of London, the justices of the peace of G»raea«lch
were charged not to permit anyone from the vicinity of
IS
London to approach the palace or village Of '-'reenelch*
% e t h e r the lord mayor did his very best to keep doam
the plague no one man may*

Ait hla efforts* whatever they

ear», did not setlsfy the lorde of &ls Nejesty*a privy
council*

Their letter to him on April 10 complained that

he eas not using ^strict care» in enforcing measures to
control the pestilence and #as not making sure that all
Infected houses eere closed and marked elth the red cross
end the eords *Lord Rave Mercy On Rs*"

Similar reprimands

were also sent to the Justices of #eatmlnster and
16
Klddlesem*
The plague Increesed as the weather grew
Order in ^uncll* ^ r i l 14* 1620; Privy ^ouncll
to the Justices of the Peace of Middlesex* Iprll IX)* 1620*
pG 2/20* pp* 752* 762; Eep«mbrancla. Index* Iprll 14* 1620*
p # 241#
15
Privy Council to the Justices of Peace of Greenwich*
April 10, 1620, pC 2/29, p* 746* Prince Carles* the later
King <&arles II* was b o m May 29* 1620.
16
-better to the Lord Mayor of -Ksndon and the ^ustiees of
the Peace of "estmULnster and Middlesex, dprii lo, 1620,
PC B/39, p* 746*
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17
warmer* and In mld-4(ay
the privy council again
communicated with the lord mayor saying "that there
has been much Intercourse betwemi Infected perstxas and
sound ones* without any respect of our several former
directions^"

The aldermen of the several wards were to

put an end to such practices, and any violators were to
be shut up In tbelr own houses or sent to the pesthouse*
16
Watchmen were to be placed at all Infected houses.
The officials were also warned to commit only %*ond^ers
to the peathouse and to see that necessary provisions
were supplied to them so they would not be forced to go
19
out in search of food.
is the chief port in Bngland l ^ d o n was ezposed to
the danger that the epldmaic might be made worse as ships
from Infested continental ports anchored in the Thames#
A vivid account of an Inoldmat fraught with e W h danger
appeared in a council order of Kay
6 ^ n Inforsmtion this day brought to their
lordshâ^ps that there were now riding in the rive
Thames* between t^eptford and Blackwell near unto
one of his Kajestyfs principle houses of resort*
two French ships whose mariners and company being
Infected with the plague* did not only permit divers
of his Majesty's subjects that were soumd and free
of the said Infeetlous disease to repair unto them
end to traffic id.th th«m* but also cast the corpses
of those that died of the said malady Into the said
river* and by those means did endanger the lives of
17
Russell to Porter, May 10* 1680*
1629-1681, p. 264.
16
Privy Council to the ^ord Mayor of London* May 18. 1650
PC 2/89* p. 602; Journal XXX?, fol. 187; Repertories Xf,IV*
May 3* 1650* fol. 228; Remembrancia. j&dex. n. 543«
19
May 11* 1680* ^enortorles XLI?, fol. 288b.
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hi# Majesty*# subject# through the spre&dlag
and Incrwse of the said ooutagloB; Boe fora#«u<A
a# their lordship# by his Majesty*# express eomm&ad
are directed to use all possible care and industry
to prevent the sp%*eadlE^ of this mortality and by
all good ways (as much as in thw» lleth) to preserve
the live# of hi# good and loving subjects^ their
terdshlp# upon mature deliberation and advice this
day tak<m at the A)ard touching this business
thought fit end ordered that ^Ir Henry Martin,
Mnt, Judge of the Admiralty, shall be required a#
soon as may be to call the marshall of the said
court %mto him and to give him strict d&arge
Immediately to repair unto the said infected ships
and to command the masters and campenles thereof
both in their lordships name and the name of the
said court forthwith to fall down toward the river*s
mouth as low as they can, and either to ride there
at anchor a good distance from the shore for a short
time umtlll they be furnished with necessaries to
carry them to sea or else If they be already fitted
for that purpose^ presently to depart and shape their
course towards the place from whence they came or any
other so as they do not ccme unto any of his Majesty*#
ports, %K>r during their stay in the river use any
trade with their infected goods, cast the dead lW:o
the water#, nor suffer those of their company that
are tainted with the contagion to converse with hia
Majesty*# subjects that are whgle and sound. And
It we# farther ordered by the ^oard that the
of the ('ouncil attending shall wait upon the ^rench
Ambassador now resldlRg here and acquaint him with hi#^
their lordships* order and resolution on that behalf.^
The plague deaths In London In 15&0 do not seem to have
risen to any such numbers as In earlier and later epidemics.
The city proper was almoet free of plague in early summer
B1
when compared to other districts In England.
A
contemporary writer reported "there died of the sickness
go
Order In Council, May 24, 1650, PC 8/39, p. 797.
*olla#tOD to S&rl^, June 86, 1630, M68. qf the DWce
of Portland. (B.M.C., 14th Hep* App. Pt, II) p. 87*

the last week but 64, and of them but a few within
the walls**

îhe council did continue to send

periodic messages to London officials mwiouraglng th%t
to keep up their work In closing houses# keeping the
streets clean, and so on, and reprlmajaiding them If they
were reported to be negligent in their duties*

Much

attention was centered on poor relief, for It was the poor
who suffered most as they did In any plague.
Mu«di of the eouncllfa dealings were with plague
Infected arees just outside the city of London as In the
following letter to the justices of Westminster^
^bough there hare b e ^ so many good and
wholesome laws provided to meet with and punish all
disorders and Ineonvea&lences that stay either tend
to the breach of olvll government or the impairing
of the health of his %ajasty$s subjects as there
can be nothing more desired; yet because we find
that there Is not care and diligence used for the
execution thereof as were fit, and especially In
this time of Infection when the neglect may be more
prejudicial than at other times; we have therefore
thought good to recowend unto your better care the
execution of these things hcreefter following within
the City of Westminster a W the liberties thereof*
first, that you take care that the statute of
Inmates be duly put in ezecution, that no householder
shall give entertainment to men, their wives and
children as Inmates, upon pain of imprisonment and
fine, as by the law In that case la provided*
That all dwellers In the town and liberties do
^ir Philip Perolvalle to his cousin, kdmund
Perclvalle, June 13* 1650,
of the tiarle of
(g*M*C. V* 1, pt. 1) p* 87.
25
King to all Ar<*blshopB, Justices of the feece, and
all other officers, June 25, 1650, Gal. 6. P* ^am.
1631. p. ^ 9 ; Warrant to pay to % s h o p Laud ... for poor
relief, July 28, 1650, p. 514; Leonard, 4&gllgh fOor % l e f .
pp. 152-44, 184-205.

keep their sinks, channels and counters very
clean.
*hat there be not so many tobacco sellers
suffered, which are the occasion of many
inconveniences,
That all the alehouses which are suppressed
at this time by the justices shall so continue
and that they shall rather suppress more than
increase any but by licence from the justices of
peace, according to the statute. And that
tipplers and alehouse haunters be pimlshed.
That on the ^abbatb days no tippling, gaming,
tobacco taking or needless and unlawf\il assemblies
of water playing and such like be peimltted.
That sheds and underbulldlngs which are very
dangerous both by entertaining of poor people for
fire and for Infection may be pulled down.
That swine and dogs be not suffered to go about
the streets.
That all unuseful ponds and pools within the
City of Westminster and liberties thereof be stopped
and dammed up, for that they cause an evil air
which breedeth the Infection, Of all these things
we will expect a good and speedy account at your
hands, kud for the better encouragement of the
constables. Informers and others that shall any way
further the execution of these our directions, we
require you that of such penalties as shall be
Inflicted up<m the offenders (in such s o ^ as by the
laws provided in that behalf Is ordained) to see them
rewarded according to their defects.24
The fair at Bristol was held in the summer of 1000,
in spite of the plague, and the

privy council decided that

any Londoner with a certificate

from the lord mayor should

be allowed to enter the city of Bristol to attend the fair
and to transact business there,

^he plague threat was mot

regard^ as dangerous enough to prevent Londoners from
B5
attending the fair.
^
Privy Council to the Justices of Peace of Westminster,
May 51, 1850, PC 2/59, p. 831.
Privy '^ouncll to the mayor of Bristol, July IS,
1630 PC 2/40, p. 75.
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By August j, and In th# a u t w m months* the plague
had Increased to greater profit Ions In London and the
@6

surrouzKllng area*

and the Bartholomew Pair* the

Stourbridge Pair* and Our Lady Pair In Southwark were
27
cancelled*
A man going to ^ondon on business foimd
*none of the

town but the L^rd Marshal and

Lord Falkland, and none near the town but the Lords
88
Keeper and Treasurer* and no business to do*'
In
29
September the ^^Ichaelmas term was adjourned,
because
the king and court had earlier left the city for the
30

safety of the country

and were* as 7 ^ » unable to

return.
There are Indications that the prlwy co%mell in
1850 kept stricter w»tch over the plague and more sternly

26
Senry* Aarl of Kent, and ^homaa*
Cieveigjria,
Lord Lieutenants of co. Bedford, to the (^ouncll* October
1650, Gal* 8. e. ^om. 1689*1651, p* 568; &arl of
&ceter to (Sir Qervase Gllfton) September 17, October 15,
18, 1850, (m. M.
Mgg
Various collections, Vll,)
pp* 596*99#
27
^
,
Proclamation, ^ g u s t 1, 1650, Bymer^ 'pede?a.
p# 185;
2jL fü'vAm, 1 ^ 8 ^ 1 0 21# P* ol9*
28
Bêcher to Dorchester, August 2, 1650, Gal,* 8* P.
Dorn. 1629*1651. p. 520*
29
Bymer, Foedera. % * , p, 192*

50
Soranso to the Doge, April 26, 1650, (n.s.),
1689*1652* p# 529.
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eaforeed me&smres to prevent Its spread than was true
In 1625.

This attention by the oounell Is reflected

in new measures taken by the lord mayor of London*

In

early summer the lord mayor added two "searehers" of
bodies to the two always employed In each parish.
were to examine the bodies of those known to have died
of the plague and the other two were to view bodies of
those not supposed to have died of the plague.

The two

former* as always* must carry a red wand and walk In the
channels of the streets* so that contact with them might
51
be avoided*
The order restricting feasts by the cong>anles and
ordering them to turn over one-half of the money saved
52
to the aldermen for distribution to the poor
was a
change from the earlier order allowing them to distribute
the money th^aelves to their own poor.

It was a wise

move because the difficulty formerly Involved In
Gollectlng this money proved that the companies had not
55
bemoi doing much poor relief on their own.
Late In the year 1650 the privy council received
letters from the surrounding villages* in answer to the
51
Precept to the Aldermen, June 12, 1650,
Journal IXZV, fol. 805b.
58
Precept to the Mr and Wardens of companies,
October 1, 1650, Journal
fol. 858.
55
Precept to Mr and Wardens of companies, October 1,
December 15, 1650, Journal XXXf, fols. 858, 860.
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eoim@ll*s request, telllmg of their progress In
combatting the plague#

^hey had followed all orders

from the eouncll In order to prevent the plague and
were now sending In lists of those citizens who bad been
"guilty of breech of orders during the time of the late
@4
visitation of the plague»*
^he privy council earlier
had sent a letter of praise to some of these justlcea,
but It werned against any false hopes for the sudden
35
decline of the plague.
^he lord mayor of London was held strictly
accountable for negligence In carrying out the orders of
the council*
It Is well k n o w w t o you and cannot but
be fresh In your rwiwbranee what orders and
directl(ms have been given both by his Majesty mid
this Board for the better prevention of the
Increase and spreading of infection. Botwlthatend
ing which as Is generally observed, and as It Is
represented to his Majesty and this A)&rd, such is
found to be the remissness and negligence, Wether
In superior magistrates as your Lordship and the
rest chiefly entrusted therewith, or In your
subordinate ministers and officers (of whom
it seems you take not so strict an account aa you
ought) as we cannot but exceedingly marvel at and
much blame you for. knd amongst other 111 effects
arising from such your negligence and omission of
your duties, these in particular are especially
noted, v l W #*
The ill choice of those that are appointed for
searchers, or the Impunity of them when they are
found to abuse the trust reposed in t h w by conceal
ing Infection.
34
Justices of Peace for
Hovmmber 8 , 1030$ Justices
5, 1650; Justices of Peace
Boveqber 6 # 1930; Justices
the Council, 1650 (?),
371, 454,

"cztmlnster to the Council,
of Peace for "^outhwark, November
for Middlesex to the Council,
of Peace for the Tower Hamlets to
PP.
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The not shotting up of Infected houses an
timely aa la requisite and the not setting up of r
marks and usual inscriptions upon the doors, or the
suffering them to be taken off after they are set up^
The not keeping of diligent and strict matches
upon the said houses so s W t up, and the not careful
taking accoimt of thea, that they do their duty.
The not affording sufficl^t maintenance to
such persons infected as ere of the poorer sort so
shut up, mhereby they are necessitated to come abroad
for relief.
The carrying of those to burial that die of the
sickness through the streets, too early in the night
before the streets be empty, and the suffering of
company to follow the corpse.
The speedy reformation of all which neglects and
abuses and the due putting In execution of all such
Instructions and orders which have been formerly
given you on that behalf as we do in his Majesty^s
name and by hla express command strictly require at
your hands» 60 we likewise require that you forth
with diligently examine and find out lAat pers*ws are
most particularly In default herein, and that you
i^use the& to be ÿuulshed acc#Tdlng'td their several
deaaerits, and that you certify us within t ^ days
next after the date hereof the names of such perpona
as you shall find defaulters, and what punishment
you have inflicted on any of them; or otherwise we
let you to know that his Majesty will (as he conceives
he hath just cause) impute It unto you as chiefly In
default and accordingly call you to e strict accost
for the aame#^
The lord mayor wasted no time In acting upon this
order and within a few days had sent e precept to the
aldermen, repeating In detail the privy council* 3
criticisms.

He ordered the aldermen to notify him the

Privy Cotmoii to the Justices of Peace of Middlesex
and Surrey, September 06, 1630, pC 8/ 4 0 , p. 111.
36
Privy Council t^o the lord Mayor of London,
October 84, 1630,
S/dO, p. 135.

marnes of any persons or officers "derelict in duty"

s6 that they could he reported to the council.

The

aldezmen were warned to he "especially diligent In
seeing these orders carried out In the future."

An

"vagrants, beggars. Idle and loose persons" were to be
seised, and each parish was to set up a lAlpplng post,
"If there Is not a post up already," and the vagrents
37
were to he whipped and sent from the city.
In a
later precept to the aldermen the lord mayor reported!
"constables have been neglecting

their

duty of punishing

vagrants, etc., and scavengers have been neglecting
duty of keeping streets cleane.

their

The streets are foul and

dirty and the city Is much pestered with beggars, idle
persons, etc,"

The lord mayor was again being blamed by

the king and the privy council for negligence and he told
the aldermen to Increase their vigilance over the duties
of the constables and scavengers and check their work
every fourteen days.

All who were neglectful of their
38

duty were to be reported by the aldermen to the lord mayor.
By February, 1631, the lord mayor of London lAs able
to report to the privy council that "the sickness has
Precept to the aldermen, October S8, 1650, Journal
fol. 236b.
58
Precept to the aldermen, #ovmaber 29, 1650,
Journal
fol. 258b.
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wholly ceesed within the walls of the city; the
Infeetlon.which remains Is for the most part In
39

Middlesex."
^he privy council^ however, was cautions about
accepting the lord mayor*s assurances.

In March, ahen

the approaching summer might witness a new outbreak,
the council warned the lord mayor not to relax his
vigilance.
You may easily conceive what danger Is
threatened by the continuing Infection, and the
season of the year drawing on towards summer, the
consideration whereof hath moved us to charge
your lordship again with the careful performance of
those directions which you have received from this
Board In that behalf, the rather because w# are
Informed of some negleots, which not being redressed
may cause a general spreading of the contagion*
We do therefore hereby expressly require you thmt
besides your care In all other particulars, you take
present snd effectual order that according to the
ancient constitutions and custom the searchers and
they that look to Infected persons shall always carry
white wands In the hands when they go abroad, whereby
they may be distinguished from others, that every
infected house have a larg«@ red cross on the door,
and likewise the ordinary ^111 of lord Bave Mercy ^pon Us
over the door placed in such sort that It may be
plainly seen by the passers by, and that there be
continual and diligent watches before every such house,
through default whereof the crosses are often wiped
out and the Bills t o m d o m , and lastly that the
scavengers be enjoyned and charged to see the
streets kept as clean as may be, they will answer the
neglect. Your lordship Is also to take like order
that whereas houses touched with Infection ere
Sir ^obert l^cle, ZjOrd Mayor of Windon, to the
Council, February 8, 1631, Gel.
f.
1629-1631,
p. 501.
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kept abut for the space of a month only; from
hemceforth you permit not any to be opened
imtil forty days be fully expired, as is used in other
comatles and fom&d by experience to be the safer
course.
The council also met and considered the recomnendatlons of
the klng^s physicians und the members of the College of
Physicians in Ixandon for further orders to prevent the
spread of the sickness.

Although there eea not a raging

plague in the city, the council was showing foresight
41
and planning to prevent a recurrence.
There were very few plague deaths In London in 1600,
The outparishes reported 524 deaths, the liberties 603,
and witliln the wells 190 had died.
4P
was only 1,317.

The total for the year

40
1631,

Privy ^ouncll to the ^ord Mayor of i^mdon, March 14,
2/40, p. 396.

Order in Council, March 30, 1631,
S/40, p* 421.
The (^llege of l^yelclans had presented a list of ^Annoyances'
to the council earlier In 1630. "These are. Increase of
buildings In and about the ('Ity; Inmates by whom the houses
are so pestered that they become unwholesome; neglect of
cleansing of common sewers and town ditches, and pezrmlttlng
standing ponds In divers Inns; uncleanness of streets; the
Leastalls so near the ^ity, especially on the north side;
the slaughter-houses in the City; burying of Infected people
In the churches and churchyards of the ^ity; that the
churches are overlaid with burials; the carrying up of
funnels to the tops of houses from privies, end from vaults
of the dead; the selling of musty c o m In the public markets,
or bakers baking unwholesome c o m ; buteurs killing unsound
cattle; tainted fl^. ' April 20, 1630,
pf ;4iyslclanp
M66. (R.M.G., 8th &ep, App. Pt* 1) p. 229#
42
Wilson,
LçMABa» pp. KIl-12f
taken from a Table of Burials, and mrlstenlnga In London.

%a p t e r 71
THE PRIVY COURCII, AMD THE

PL&GOE @y 1686
Late In the yeaf 1655 a royal proclamation forbad#
the lending of men or goods from ships coming fro#
"parts of France, or the Low ^omatriea now infected with

the Plague*"

^he infected goods were not to be allowed

in England until they had passed a nerlod of quarantine

1
and were certified free from plague.

This was the first

ewldence of another wave of plague which was about to
sweep over England.
The plague began to increase In the spring of the
year 1656, and the privy council again went Into action
to combat Its further spread.

Orders were sent out to

%h# lord mayor of London and to the justices of the peace
of %lddlese%, gastmlnster end Surrey,
Thereas It doth appear that the plague doth
begin to break out In some of the eklrts of the
City and that the time of the year and the temper
of the weather may humanely give ua just cause
of apprehension that the said sickness may probably
wcreese, we have thought fit to pray and require
your lord:id%lp and the rest to give a meeting once
or twice every week to some of the justices of
Middlesex, Hurray and Westminster (to whom we have
written to that purpose) and there to advise (upon
consideration of the courses used heretofore upon
the like occasions or such other as the emergmat
occasions may suggest) what course shall be now held

1

Foedera. H % , p. 696; Correr to the Doge,
lovember 2 3 , 1 6 3 5 (n. s.), Cal. §. £• Yen. 168E-1686. p. 4 3 0 ,

m

for the pr*T*atlm$ or stay of the increase of the
plagwe and with all speed and industry to put the
same In execution. And as upon your deliberation
you shall find it requisite to resort unto us either
for further authority or advice, you shall find us
always ready to afford you all fitting countenance
and assistance. 80 If you shall neglect the per
formance of your duties herein to the best of your
powers, we cannot Interpret it but as a very great
eontmmpt towards his Majesty in a business so much
concerning the public preservation, and shall
accordingly require an account of It, if we shall
find any slackness used therein by any of those
whom It concerns.*
A fortnight later the eounell sent out orders strengthening
their former commands and asking for an Imsedlate report
from the justices.^
In obedience to the council order of April 7, a
precept was immediately Issued by the lord mayor, giving
instructions for the treatment of vagrants, the cleansing
of the streets, and the other precautions usually taken.*
$he council also requested the lord mayor to have printed
orders issued to help prevent the spread of Infection, ami
to see that the cWrcbwerdmas, overseers of the poor, and
constables of every parish were provided with the printed
books.

The ^%yslcians of the city were *to renew the

^ Privy Council to the ^ r d Mayor of ^ondon and the
jfustlees of Peace of Middlesex, Surrey and Westminster,
April 7, 1836, PC 2/46, p. 87; ^membranel#. Index, p. 346.
^ Privy Council to the Justices of Peace of Middlesex,
April 22, 1636, PC 2/46, pp. 102-6.
* Precept to the aldermen, April 12, 1636, Journal,
niMII, fol, 176.
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former books touehiag tbelr medlelnes against the
infection and to add unto and after the same, as they find
the present times and occasions to require^ and to cans*
the said book to be forthwith p r i n t e d ^ T h e lord mayor
also ordered the fee of the pest-hons* keeper to be
increased fr<m twenty shillings to forty shillings, since
the higher prices of the day warranted the keeper* s recelrlng more money.^
In Isite April the justices of the peace for the Tower
DlYlslon of Middlesex, a quarter just outside the city
walls where Pr@noh gugnenot weavers were settled, reported
their proceedings in plague control*
1 * Thiiy have caused every house w&ereln any one
had been visited with the plague to be shut up and
watched by day and nlg^t, and su<dh of the houses
as were not of the fren<A congregation they had
famished with competmt allowance.

g. They had s w o m special searchers, bnryers, and
bearers, with convenient allowance#
6 , They bad mad* a tax of #100 on every parish in
their division.

d. They had g l v m order for choosing out fit places
for building huts or sheds for placing the infected la.
5. They had made out warrant* for a return of all
such as harbour limates and lodgers, end Intend to
proceed against them as a general nuisance."
^ Order in Council, April 2T, 16&6, PC 8/46, p. 105;
jRi#m|km*bran(;lm. Imde%. p. @46.
^ Precept to the aldermen, April 21, 1656, Journal,
Xixni, fols. 178, 190b.
^ Certificate of Sir William Balfour and others, justices
of Peace for the Tower Division, to the Council, April 87,
16B6,
2 * Do*' 1636^656. pp. 585-86.
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The privy council sent a letter of approval to the
justices, commending them for their good work and
directing them to continue to carry out all necessary
Ô
precautions.
To safeguard against importation of the plague from
foreign lands, the council repeated its order forbidding
contact with ships recently arrived from overseas whl<di
might enchor in the Thames, and charging those in authority
to Imprison any &agllshman who attempted to have dealings
with those aboard.^
K&rly in May a Londoner wrote his friend in the
country that plague had not yet "reached the hart of the
10
City,
but another reported that it had struck the edge
of the city in Crlpplegate wa r d . ^

The privy council,

moving quickly to the attack, forbade bear-baitings,
IT
public dinners, and public burials and weddings.
Large
^ Privy Council to the Justices of Peace of Middlesex In
the Tower Division, PC 2/46, p, 127.
a
Privy Council to the Farmers and Officers of His
Majesty*8 Customs, and to the portreeve of Gravesend,
April 29, 1656, PC 2/46, pp, 117-18.
in
Robert Leek to 61r Gervase Clifton, May 5, 1636,
% 8 8 . jn Various Collections (H. M. C.), VII, p. 415.
11
John Nicholas to his son, Edward Nicholas, May 10,
1656,
P. Dorn. 1635-1636. p. 420.
Order in Council, May 10, 11, 1636, PC 2/46, pp. 145,
144, 148.
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gatheringg of people were e%tr@eely dangerous in time of
plague, and the lord mayor Immediately acted upon the
It
order i& Council*
Shortly thereafter, the clergy within
the eltlea of London and Westminster were commanded to
cancel the usual actlwltiea of Aac#malon W e e k * ^
In mid-May the lord mayor received a at a m letter from
the lorda of the privy council, stating that they bad
observed that there were various infected houses where the
red crosses and the inscriptions were set so high upon the
doors that they were ^hardly discernible,* and that the
houses themselves were not properly watched*

Infected

persons had been seen sitting on their door steps and were
not being kept under quarantine*

##e think fit,* the lords

added, *that for those officers or others that have failed
of their duties in not setting up the said inscriptions end
crosses in such public places of the doors as they ought,
that your lordship should forthwith eomoit them to Wewgate
as an example to others*^^

Obediently the lord mayor sent

out a precept to the aldermen ordering th«a to have the
churehwardena make sure that Infected houses were properly
marked and guarded, and that no people were allowed to sit
Precept to the Masters and Wardens of the Gompanlea,
May (?), 1686, Journal, ZXXVII, fol. 178b.
Order in Council, May 18, 1656, PC 2/46, p. 170*
IS

Privy Council to the Lord Mayor of London, May 11,
1656, PC 2/46, p. 145;
r Index, pp. 546-47*
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OD their door steps and converse with passers-^by.^^

At

the same time the council discovered t#o other possible
wcmses for the spreading of the epidemic, and Issued orders
to ooimter&ct them.

All those sho gathered rags In the

streets were commanded to cease their activities, and the
Thames watermen, who plied a transport service on the
river between London and Westminster, were ordered not to
use any more cushions or mats on board their boats, since
this ad.ght be a *very dangerous* way of spreading the
Infect Ion,

And again the aldermen also ordered all dogs

to be killed and payment of two pence upon wpras^tlng the
nose of every such dog,*^
The #mietlan ambassador to Sagland Informed his govern
ment that the king was considering making a trip to Ireland
If the plague Increased to any greater violence*

But

Charles remained within the country, taking refuge at
Hampton Court, *belng driven by the violence of the plague,
which has spread to almost all the parishes of the city and
Ifi

Precept to the aldermen. May 12, 1636, Journal, XXATII,
fol. 181.
Order In Council, May 11, 1656, PC B/46, p. 148.
^ Order of the Court of Aldermen, May ##, 162^,
Repertories, L, fol, 228b*
19
Correr to the Doge, April 25, 1856 (n. s.), Cal. 8. P.
y#n« 163^—1636 » p* 5î>0*
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go
thesurroutidlag Tillages,*

1 week later

ambassador was very pessimistic about

the

the city's health.

npon such occasions the greatest precautions
cannot fall to be helpful, but personally I
do not think matters aye bad enough to require
them. In a city like London, ehloh contains
himdreds of tkausands of souls, there Is
nothing dreadful In hearing that fifty or
slkty persons die of plague In a week, and
the m m b e r has not exceeded this so far, ^here
are certainly Indications that It may Increase
greatly, as the heat, which does not usually
trouble this country over much, has become
very great, accompanied by so great a
drought that no one remembers the like, ^bls
Is the third month that not a drop of rain
has fallen. As a consequence, with the
plague In addition, this will certainly
cause e great scarcity of everything, much
greater than is experienced at present, owing
to the shortage of water last year, but .even
that was not nearly comparable to thls,'^
The lords of the council Interested themselves even
In Individual cases where plague was suspected, and
criticised the lord mayor for countenancing negligence
among minor officials.
Whereas we are Informed that there Is a poor
woman that hath lain sick for divers days together
In a street near St. Antholln's at the end of St.
Swlthln's I.ene and that It is not known what her
disease Is, vdilcb Is very dangerous In this time of
Infection, there being continually many boys and
other persons standing about herf as we cannot but
marvel that such remissness and negllg^ee should
be used In the very heart of the M t y , especially
ofMisldertmg what frequent and express directions
have been given concerning the same, so we have
thought good hereby to pray and require your
20
Correr to the Doge, May 23, 1636 (n.s.), Cal. S« p.
Van. 1632.1636. p. 568.

21

^

^orrer to the Doge, May SO, 1636 (n.s.), £al. 5^ ^
Ten. 1632.1636. p* 570.

lordship forthwith to cell before you the
aldeiwien*# deputy of the said ward as likewise
the constables to whom the care thereof doth
properly appertalne, end to o&use the aald
constables to be punished for such their
carelessness end negligence therein and to
take order for the speedy removal of the
said woman thence to some convenient place ^
where she may be provided for as Is fitting.^
The lord mayor was pressed to keep up with the
many council orders*

Se was taken to task for allowing

two cockpits to remain o p w In the city, and was
ordered to take "speedy and effectual order for

restraining the asswsbiles at the said cockpits**80
in gplte of repeated orders to the contrary, public
burials were being held In j^ndeô^ and the lord mayor

24
was cwmaanded once again to put an Immediate end to them.

Shortly thereafter the lord mayor Issued a precept to the
aldermen which demanded In no uncertain terms that these
orders be carried o%it and a report be given by the
aldermen *to certify to the lord mayor
therein.*

their

doings

The lord mayor also called attention to his

precepts Issued earlier e«mcemlng vagrants, clean
streets, and poor relM", "notwithstanding wAiich precepts
gg
Privy (^uncll to the h^yd *Kayor of London, ^ay 84,

1650, PC 2/46, p. 189.
25
Privy Council to the

Mgyor of London, May 26,

1634 PC 2/46, p. 195.
24
Order in ^ouncll, May 25, 1656, PL 2/ 4 6 , p. 194.
The lord mayor *a precept to stop public burials went out
on May 28. Journal, jJMll, fol. 207b.
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little ear© bath hitherto been taken for the execution
thereof, ehlob hath caused much neglect and remlsmaeea
85
to be Imputed to the ^glstrates of this '^Ity.*
Actually the neglect eas not that of the lord mayor, but

of minor officials,

earlier precepts simply had

been Ignored.
hy J m e the plague #as more rampant within the
city of london.

The usual sermcm preached before^

the lord mayor every Whitsunday was ordered by the
privy council to be given in the chapel at "ulldhall,
because too many plague victims were buried in the
churchyard by &ethleh%a **ate where the sermon was usually
27
preached,
The
@oose ^air held near ''^ej^ey was
cancelled for "the sickness eontinumi very hot,

and

Precept to the aldermen, June 9, 1636, Journal
XIXVII, fols. 196, 007, 207b.
26
Ckirrer to the Doge, June 13, 1636, (n.s.j Cml.
E&
1636-1639. p. 6.
27
Privy ^ouncll to the ^ r d
of
pc g/46,
n. 233; Gal,
igg5=16§g, p. 5S4.
38
Privy Council to the Justices of feace of
Middlesex, June 2, 1636, PC g/46, p. 234;
^
Dorn. 1655-1636. p. 528.
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the fairs held in iondom mmd' *##tmlnster on *t-, James* s
,
r
29
Day and
^eter s *^ay were put off for the year#
The Bartholomew ^alr^ Btourbrldge ^alr, and Dgy ^ady
Pair at Southwark later were cancelled by royal
30
proolmatlon.
QoTemment offlelale as usual had left the London
31
area because of the Infection,
and the Michaelmas term
was adjourned to discourage the usual flow of litigants
3B
to the capital In court time*
The court of aldermen
also suspw&ded jury trials In the *Otter Court comonly
called the lord Mayor* s ('ourt'* and In the Sheriff* s
Court.

&ven missions of mercy and relief had to be

forblddw, lest they spread the contagion.

The council

wrote to the I w d mayors
Mhereas we are Informed that It Is «m
ordinary praotloe amongst the ^ ^ c h and French
congregations In I^ndon to smid consolators from
house to house to visit their sick, of a&at
disease soever It be, and that they %>atlnue
swdlng their consolators to houses idiere there
^

r,

Order In
Jime 18,
16%,
Cel.
&. Ppm, 1855-1656, p. 555*

r

2/46, p* 255;

Order In Council^ July 17, 1656,
2/46, pp.
512-15; Rymer, Poedera. %1, pp. 51, 70; Bemembranela.
p. 547.
81r Henry Marten to the lords of the Admiralty,
June 27, 1656, Ogl, ^
& & & 1656-1657. p. 25.
32.
Fondera. %%, p. 71.
55
Order of the ^ourt of Aldermen, B^peytorle# 50,
fol. 242b.

ere perscme Infected, and after go Into the
Company of others and that those whose houses
are Infected with the plague are not up at all
but that they go abroad as if there were son®
infection amongst them, which cannot but cause the
dispersing of the contagion, which his Majesty and
this Board have been careful to prevent, so far
as it lleth in human care to provide for. We are
therefore by his Kajesty*3 command to require your
Lordship forthwith to send to the French and
ruteh cWrches in London, and to charge them to
take effectual order that the houses of such of
their congrégations as are or shall be Infected
be presently shut up, that there be no such
visits made where the plague is; and if they shall
not upon this notice forbear and give over sui^
visits, then you are to take effectual care and
order that such consolators or any others that
34
resort to houses infected be shut up in the same*
Many Londoners fled to the small villages a few miles
outside the city.

The overcrowding in the villages that

followed such an e%odus from the capital threatened to
spread the plague over the countryside,

The privy

council suggested to the Archbishop of Canterbury that he
put a stop to the entertainment of Londoners in villages
within his jurisdiction,
Mhereas we understand that by reason of the
infection in London multitudes of tradeaaen and
others flying into country t o w do there inhabit
two or three families inmates in one house, which
is not only contrary to law but in this time of
contagion may prove very dangerous to such towns
and the country adjoining. We haye therefore
thought good hereby to pray your ^race to take
some speedy and effectual order that there be no
inmates suffered in Croyden. And if there shall
be any, then your Grace will ccmmand thma to be
removed into other houses by the constables or
other officers of that town, if there be tkmses
for them, or otherwise to cause th«a to be s«it
34

Privy Council to the Lord. Mayor of London, June 7,
1636, PC 2/46, pp, 249-50; Cal,
1635-1636.

pp. 540-41,
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baûk to iondoA» or removed to other places
where they may be accomodated with hougee to
prevent the danger of Infection that may be
otherwise brought thither from i*ondon by
such disorder»^
Stmeer brought a further Increase of the plague in
London.

By late August the Venetian ambassador noted that
56
men were dying at the rate of eight hundred a week.
The mayor and alderwwa of Chester wrote to the council
ssklng If they should put off the glchaelmas fair ^ l e h
was scheduled to be held there*

If thé council desired

a cancellation of the fair the officials In tester
37
expressed tbelr willingness to cooperate.
The townaami
were told to cancel the fair and to keep all l^ndoners out
of Chester» because '^heretofore divers Londoners and
others from Infected pieces have used (when fairs have
been put off») to bring wares and merchandise to villages
near the city» and vend the same thereabouts» which has
been no less dangerous them If the fairs had been kept.*
The council Insisted upon great care In keeping people
away from Chester, "within five miles of the city," and
any who disobeyed the order were to be locked up until
35

_

privy ouncll to the lord Archbishop of ^anterubry.
June 14» 1636, pC g/46, pp. 254-55; Ppl.
P. ^om. 1635%636» p. 560. Another letter was sent In regard to Inmates
inGreenwleb on June 19, 16%; and one also to the Jt^stlce
of peace for the County of Middlesex near to Ramton *^ourt»
to rmmove l^gprntes within ten miles of Hampton Court or
Oatlands, P^ 2/46, pp. 258-59, 265.
36

^

_

Correr to the ^oge,August 27, 1636 (n.s.), % 1 . S. P.
ïm#

p. 55.

Mayor and
26, 1636, Sait

of tester to the Gouncll, August
2- BabL i S a W M I ,

p. 104.
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58
the danger of Infection had pesaed.

garller In the

year howeverj, the privy council upon petition of "the
wholesale tradesmen of the ^Ity of -^ndon^^^ had agreed
to let them attmad the fairs at ^ l a t o l If they had
certificate# from the Lord Mayor that neither they,,
their famille#, XK)r their bouse# had been touched by
the plague during the year.

The council ordered the

lord mayor to be very careful In granting the certificate#
and not to grant any to persons who had the plague *near"
their houses* even though the house Itself was free.
The privy coimcll seems not to have been In session
fr<m "^uly 51 to August 17 and again from August 89 to
September 10#

this time only one order concerning

the plague was issued regardlmg Inmates near Windsor*
Whereas by our letter of the 84 of June lest
we gave you order to remove all limates which
coming fr<^ London should reside In any place within
#1% miles of his Majesty*# castle of wiodaor;
forasmuch as we understand there are divers
Lond(mers and other Inhabitants of infected
places near London within that distance of his
Majesty*# said bouse who are not only Inmates
but that do weekly resort to L^^^don to the great
danger of bringing the infection of the plague
into those partsj we have therefore thought good
hereby in his Majesty*s name to command and charge
you forthwith to take pre#%it and effectual order
that all such persons, Londoners or other Inhabitant#
of Infected places near London, as since the date
The Council to the Mayor and Aldenmen of L^iester,
September 18, 1856, C&l. g*. 2,,
1&&G^1657. p. 188.
39
Order in Council, July 3, 1838, PG 2/46, pp. 304-5.
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of our said lotters gh&ll b* oome into ajoy parts
wlthim alz miles of #ludsor or mbo, havlag formerly
been Inmates or dwellers In aAy house within that
distance of his Majesty*s said castle, shall resort
to London by themselves or servants that you
forthwith either rem&ove them out of those parts or
else shut them up In their houses as parties Infected^
and dangerous, por lAlch this shall be your warrant.
Three weeks later the council, with regard for the safety
of the king and que%if dlrweted th* jhstlce# of the eommtle#
where the klmg*s residences stood to be sure none of the
eltlaens there were allowed to go to
servants there on any business*

to sand

The council also reminded

the justices that these orders had been first s w t out In
June and If they were ^sregarded. in ahy way the
41
houses of the off%iders wonld be closed*
M l bouses
Infected with the plague were to be marked with the red cross
and the words "Lord Save ^ r c y

Ss#"and the watches

were to be kept very strictly In order to prevent people
from going to and from these houses»

The council was

showing great care In protecting the king and queen fr<m th#
42
dreed disease.
40
Privy Gouncll to the Justices of peace near Windsor,
August 29, 16S6, pC 2/46, pp. 656^7.
Privy Council to the Justices of peace for the ^ounty
of Surrey near Nonsuch and Oatlands, September 18; to the
Earl of Dorset, Geptember 19; to the ustlces of Peace for
Middlesex and gurrey near to Eampton
and 0&tlands,
Geptmsber 19; to the Justices of Peace of counties of
Buckingham and Bej^s nearest to *lndsor, Geptmsber 19;
to the Lord Archbls^p of Canterbury and Justices of ^eace
"hear to Greenwich, September 19; to the Justices of
peace of Sounty of Hertford "nearest to his Majesty*s house
ot Theobalds," September 26, 1650, PC g/46 pp. 556, 559,
561-62, 562-65, 565, 564-65; Also Cal. ^ ^ Pg#. 1656-1657
pp. 126-150.
42
Privy Council to ^Ir John Mlopesley and
Dndley Carleton,
September 26, 1636, pC 2/46, p. 567; S&l*
1657. p# 158»
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Th# 6#mth# in London #ere repozted at 2*000 a wetAc
4M
la October*
and a contemporary reported disturbance#
In tbe city due to the absence of all those In authority#
There have been paper# lately scattered about
the street# that threaten the destruction of all
the french people In London* àt any other time
such threat# might hare been slighted, but at that
time the writer conceived them to be "materially
ecmslderabl#** for reasons ehlch he states at
great Imogth. These reas<m# are founded upon the
absence from houdon of all person# In authority
consequent upon the ?l::dktation of the plague*
and the state of want and lawlessness to which
the people were reduced. The writer states that
in the suburb# there were #many thousands" of
suspicious person# sAo lived by the spoil of
others* and were apt to enter Into any desperate
action; that the absence of masters had mad#
appMmtlees and servants rudely want<m* and that
of justices of peace had Increased the number of
beggarw. rogues* and vagabonds; that there were
"many thousands" of watermen* porters* hackney
coacdmem* discarded Irish footmen* and th# like,
in very desperate condition; and that *Mlll(ms"
of tailors# shoemakers* glovers* sllkweavers* and
the like were not able to give fullness of bread
to their servants. After raaarklmg on the abaenee
of all perstm# in authority* he states that there
Is a general dlaobedlwace of th,# orders made for
preventing the increase of the plague; that people
flock to chrlstimlngs and burials* and that on
the 18th ln#t* the bearyaMs of l^aris Garden
drew many thousand# over to the ^ankslde* where
the plague most reigns* to a public bull-halting.
8# add# that whatever the weekly bill# deliver*
there are a# many houses infected as In the beat
of summer* and that more die than are certified.
In this state of things he suggests the appolntmwat
of a Provost Marshal General* to scour the suburbs
in pursuit of rogues and vagabonds* and sends
Inclosed the draft of a smrrant for his own
appointment to that office.^
48
Correr to the ^oge* October 24* 1656 (n.s.)* Gal.
P.
Yen. 1636-1639. o. 88.
44
John *liot to Sec. ('oke* October 22* 1636* Cal. 8. P.
pom. 1636-1637. pp. 170-71.
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Therews much more
<m poor relief during 1656.

by the privy ooimcll
In the

fell of the yeerehen

the plague #as espeelally heavy thecoimcll
Isaulng a eerles of order* designed

bbsy

for the relief ofthe

Infeeted poor of London and the snrronndlng

area*

A

warrant to the OoUeotors of the Parish of 8t. (*lles In the
Fields directed them to turn over any surplus of the
^Shipping Money" to the overseers of the noor^ for the
45
benefit of those poor In the parish who eere infected,
A letter to the justloes of "^outheark also gave them
Instructions about poor reliefi
Mhereas we are certified that by reason of
th# sickness la and near London the poor of Gouthwazk,
vhloh are now very numerous^ are la great necessity
for want of work amd relief^ insomuch as It will be
too burthenamme and almost Impossible for that part
of that county *dilch H a t h within five miles of that
lace to relieve the same; we are therefore by his
ejestyfs ccMBsand to require you forthwith to meet and
to take Into serious consideration what Is fit to be
done for the further present relief of the ppor of
^uthwark* and that If you find It be too heavy for
the five miles compass near that borough to relieve
the said poor, that you fall not at your next qumrter
sessions to be shortly held for that county to
consider of a fit tax to be laid, either upon the
shole comity or so much thereof as you shall thlhk
most fit to charge therewith#
And you are also
to see and take especlall care by all good means
that the poor people thereabouts be In a convenient
measure provided for In this their extrmaity.^

f

The poor In London were also In dire need of asslstano#.
45
grder In Council, September 18, 1656, PC 2/46, p#
557.
privy Council to the Justices of peace of Surrey near
Southwark, September 19, 1656,
2/46, pp. SGO'-Gl.
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the lord meyor^ In a precept to the alderm«Ei, reporting
"that many poor visited with the plsgne cannot provide for
themselves end families."

The aldermen were to tax and

assess the Inhabitants of the wards for *3li months accord
ing to the poor hook (l*e# half a year*s levy or amoont)
47
for sneh relief of poor.^
London also received a gift
of *70 frCM* the town of New ^grurn, in gratitude for ^ndon*s
charity daring the recent plague In New gartm.

This m o n ^

was t n m e d over to the lord mayor for distribution to the
cltyfs poor.

^he privy council also took action concerning

London#s poor^ and ordered a special levy to be made In the
48
city and In the neighboring counties to relieve them.
&ome of the money collected for the *vigited poor" was to be
heed to relieve those poor people who were not suffering from
the sickness, since they were also in dire want, and *lf they
should be re<h%ced to desperate extremities many Inconveniences
50
must of necessity arise.*
The plague was so bad In October that the privy council
ordered a general fast throughout the realm every "Wednesday
as long as It continued to rage, "with this limitation
nevertheless, that In all cities, towns, and other places
#iere the infection now Is or shall happen to be that
47
Precept to the aldermen, 5ept@aber 15, 1656, Journal
XXXVII, fols. 216-S16b.
48
October 11, 1656, Repertories, L, fol. 29Gb.
49
Order In Council, September 25, 1656, p^ 2/46, pp. 576-77,
60
Privy Council to the Lord May#r of London, November 12,
1626, PG 2/46, p. 447.

during the cr^ntinuance of the

in &ny of the ssid

pieces, the scid f; st sh.:3.i be not

3elub?.?;ted In

public tbta bÿ ^ m s l n g the sgid ,rlmted book t o be
t h e prayer:; t h e r e i n to be

la th e

several

read end

parish ch urehea,

and not by detaining a.^?e%blles any lo iger tlae together to beer
oaemaas or other dlvlae sert^ioe, $hloh amy prove dangerona to
the ineresae of the infection.
The pl'gne

somevhat abated within the city by January

of the following yesr, but the king recommended still more
aieasurea of poor relief for the infected popnl»t#on in the areas
suri'oundiag London,

Se as^ked th:'t Yiiore core be trken in

collt^lng the poor rate aud in distributing it to the *poor
and visited people.*'

A new ;K^.se&py^\ieit wea ; lt;o to be d\6-de
5@
throughout the county of 8urrey.
Those #10 lived in houses
were s t i l l affected by the pi;gue were now to be acved
65
into other houses which h;?d been buiit In the fleldo.
At

that

the same tiae the privy coimcil observed that there were "divers
bouses in Westainster y,ich nave been ^nfectsd (and) are act
kept shut up

nor have the red cross nor 'Lord Rave iezt#

Dpon Ds," set on the doors, whereby to distinguish them.*
These houses were to be closed In the prescribed manner, and
if the inrected were removed to the oe^^thouse, the doors
Order in Council, October B, 1656, PC 8/46, p. 452-55.
The Book referred to was earlier printed, and in ad ition to
setting forth the pr-yers and service, ealJed for collections
for relief of the stricken poor.
5Ê
The King t:? the ''ustlees of ^eace for Surrey,
ry 7,
1657, Cal. oJ P. Dor, 1656-1657. nl 647.
55

_

Order In Council, January 27, &637,
1656-1637. p. M B .

g. 2 *
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were to be *locked with a greet
By JÆ: m: ry, 1657, the e, Idr^rtlc h

su!:/.'lded, and the

Venetian tab; a^odor reported "only a few cases la the city
55
:<ad toe kingdom Is entirely free."
The total der.ths la
London la 16S6 werereported at % , S 8 7 fro% April to ^ece^er,
56
i0,400 cf which were attributed to tn@ r^iagne.
*he relief from the pestilence was only temporary and
la February, of 1657, It was predicted that the coming simmer
would see a resurgence,
Ihe p l g g œ continues to make Itself felt
and grows worse rather then better. If It does
not disappear before the ead of this month, of
which there is little siga, since n<r e than &
hundred persons still die of it every week, all
the physici ans agree in i%&klng the most lugubrious
forec:'St for next smmer. The re%t of the
kingdom ccntinnes to enjoy excellent health,
although comaunicatixm with the city remains
free to every one,5?
The prediction was proved to be accur:te, :nd
alague continued sooradioally all through the summer of
58
1657. )#y October, 1657, the epld«»ie hcd died down,
and Loodon was to find relief from its awful terror until
during the Civi] War the ca-ital and the nation were ^gain
scourged.
54
O r d e r o f C o ^ mcll, J a m x a r y R7,
1 6 26-1657, j. 595.

1657,

Cel.

Lgm.

55
1656

G o r f e r to th e ^oge, D e c e m b e r PG, 16L6, J a n u a r y &0,
fn.a.OrGgi. ^
. # « # . 1 6 5 6 - 1 6 29.
116, 125.
56

6tow. curvey of London. Bk. V,

448.

Qorrer to th# Doge, Fenru ry 12, 1 6 2 7 (n.s.), C&l'
o r r e r t o t h e Doge,
Î en.
1 6 6 6 - 1 6 6 3 . up.

O c t o b e r 9, 50, 1 6 6 7
B82, 212.

(n.s.), Gal.

Chapter v u
coacw^ioa
During the ye^rs froa 1685 to 1656 amd particu
larly after 1689, the privy coimcll played a more and
more active role la the direction of the life of the
nation.

The work done by the council In attempting to

control the plague Is Indicative of Its growing
interest In the social welfare of the *ngllsh people.
By 1636 much more of the council* 3 work concerned
the relief of the poor.

The problems created by the

plague epidemics caused many people to be classified as
"poor" who would not have been xiormally dependent upon
public relief for their existence; but, something had
to be done to care for these people and thus prevent
them from any violent actions to better their destitute
conditions.
The oouncü's

bp th@l!:'Çlt^'

'"-"''tclals o*' Lrndca:îT^7,'
-

to govern ^

plague times.

c'" t ir^e

large & olty_, ;y rtlculf rly In

Ordinances prohibiting the growth of the

city were Issued by earlier monrrchs than *^harles, but
Ihe city continued to expand.

Much of the problem of

poor relief was created by LoiKion^s thousands and the
terrific hardships placed upon them by the plague

65

epidemics.

To keep these people from starv^tloa aad

violent eetlons becense of the poverty vrs of primary
concern to the lords of Mis Majesty's council.

The thousands who died In the heaviest epidemics
T*ere very oulckly replaced
countryside.

Incomiag

;eople from the

Crop f"^llures nnd poor harvests forced

these people Into London to seek other means of
livelihood ..and eventually added to the numbers of
vagabonds in the city.

According to the bills of

mortality;, there was never a very noticeable drop
in the birth rate in London, so the hugb death totals
were very quickly offset.
The plagues which ravaged bn^i^nd are probcbly of
much greater significance than is usually recognised,
i'hey had a drastic effect on all trrde, both foreign
end domestic.

They completely disrupted local rnd even

national government.

England's poor showing in the war

against Spain in 1025 was partly a result of the havoc
wrought by plague among the expeditionary forces.

Meet

ings of parliament had to be adjourned, and court sessions
had to be postponed.

These crippling epidemics threw &

heavy burden upon the already overworked
But that body c e r t a i n l y put

rlvy council.

forth every effort to curb

t h e s p r e a d of th e s i c k n e s s and t o r e l i e v e th e t e r r i b l e
s u ffering that e c c o m u & n l e d every

"visitation."
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